
Frank Smith jinx continues... [posted 04/09/10] 

The club's Frank Smith Trophy jinx continues!  Today saw the 18s lose out yet again, this time on 
Finals Day.  However, as at New Williamfield last Sunday in the national Under 18 club 

championship Finals Day, the boys should have no complaints as the defeat to West of Scotland 
was down to their own poor performance.  Bowling first they likely let West post a few too many 

as 126 was scored, but even then this should've been a comfortable enough run-chase, except of 

course if a second-week-in-a-row top-order batting collapse occurred.  And it did.  Again only 
Pasty made runs of the top six, with Josh scoring a cameo 21 in the middle order at more than a 

run-a-ball to show others what was possible if bat was put on ball as opposed to wafted in its 

general direction.  West ran out winners by around 30 runs.  It's just a pity the form of the rest 

of the season deserted the 'Locster 18s in the last seven days of their season. 
  

League title secured! [posted 31/08/10] 

It was good to put yesterday's national club championship disappointment behind them as the 
18s ran out winners at the Henry Thow Oval, and with the win down on the Ayrshire coast 

secured the Under 18 league title.  A good achievement, and another unbeaten league 
campaign.  Great stuff.  And how fitting that Max Costello - in his final match for a junior 'Loc 
side before heading to Edinburgh Uni' on Thursday - secured the league title, hitting the winning 

boundary as the boys chased 100 to win in a match reduced to sixteen overs-a-side.  In the end 
less than thirteen overs were needed, and the margin of victory was nine wickets.  At the other 

end when the winning runs were scored was skipper Pasty, unbeaten on 41.  He'd opened with 

Bilal, who's 45 was erroneously applauded as a half century after diddy scorer Quartz mis-

counted his own writing!  Oops.    Bil'y took the applause then immediately holed out to cover 

point!  Ouchay.  But it was the big man's night as his 45 had added to his "4-for" in the Prestwick 

innings.  

  

With a number of players unavailable because of work commitments, others declaring themselves 

unavailable for selection after yesterday's match, and Umer being a late call off,    Rosco was 

drafted in from the Under 13s and, along with back-in-the-country Nick Black, staked his claim 

for a place in Saturday's Frank Smith Trophy semi-final line-up with a good performance behind 
the timbers, including taking a neat catch - one of Bil'y's "4-for" - to dismiss Ross Patterson.  In 

fact Prestwick's top order had been virtually dismantled single-handedly by Bilal who clean-

bowled McDougall, Scott and Rodger, and got Patterson.  Great bowling.  In support, Hari' found 
a bit better rhythm than on Sunday, and Dani' and Pasty turned their arms over to variable 

success.  All the bowlers picked up at least one wicket, Prestwick finishing seven down.  99 for 7, 
Jake Stafford bunting a cameo 32 in those pads!  He was particularly brutal on a couple of short 

balls from Pasty that were despatched for maximums.  But Pasty would get his revenge as he led 

his side from the front in the successful run-chase.  But Maximillian stole the show with a cameo 

of his own: his unbeaten 11, coming in when Bilal departed, included him being the one to hit 

the league-winning runs.  Ideal.  Sometimes the good guy gets the girl,.....so to speak!  Good 

luck to Max as he heads east to Edinburgh Uni' later this week - hope to see him back at the 'Loc 
soon.  For the others it's onwards towards Saturday's Frank Smith Trophy semi-final.  Another 
tough assignment, the opposition being West of Scotland.  Here's hoping there's no resting on 

any laurels. 

  
Well done to the 18s.  And thanks to Fraser and Carl who were both down at Prestwick to share 

the win with the boys! 
  

13s run into Greenock juggernaut,.....a big one! [posted 31/08/10] 
In their second-last league match - there's a rescheduled game with Drumpellier to come - the 

13s ran into a very strong Greenock side at Shawholm tonight.  The Glenpark side were pretty 

impressive, and whilst your scribe can at times attribute fault to 'Locsters' sides when they lose, 



it's also the case that when our boys are well-and-truly beaten by a better side we say so.  

Tonight, ladies and gentlemen, we were well-and-truly beaten by a better side.  The Greenock 
boys batted first and posted 130.  For 4.  Two batters were retired, and in truth if the game 

hadn't been a T20 affair there'd likely have been more.  The home side bowlers didn't bowl badly 
I would add, and in general the fielding was pretty good.  The Glenpark batters were just too 

good on the night.  In fact mention of the 'Locsters' fielding begs mention of Roberto who had a 

good night in this department.  A good catch to dismiss a Greenock batter, and a sharp pick-up-
and-throw to all-but run out another.  Good standards young man!  Kess also held on to a sharp 

caught-and-bowled chance, again worthy of mention.  There were other chances created along 

the way too: Lewis was unlucky with one aerial shot looping just over his head, and another - 

catch'able one - getting lost in the low sun.  So nothing much to rant about, about the 
performance in the field, just up against a good side.  131 to win. 

  

With Rosco off with the 18s who were short a few because of work commitments and players 
declaring themselves not available for selection, the 13s were short a man.  This then became 

two as Hasan Ahmad didn't rock up.  What's up with some people?!?  A call to tip off the coach, 
and tell their team-mates, would be nice.  Some might even say it's the right thing to do.  Or 
maybe your scribe's just old-fashioned that way?!?  Back to the cric',.....  In reply Akhil and Kess 

looked comfortable against the Greenock opening attack.  But when Akhil mis-pulled a full toss 
straight to square leg the rot set in.  Runs were hard to come by, and wickets fell at alarmingly 

regular intervals.  Two run outs didn't help either.  Pity.  43 was all the guys could muster.  Again 

no real criticism.  Geenock's bowling, though not as strong as their batting on this performance, 

was still pretty good.  And like their batting it seems the whole bloomin' lot of 'em bowl!  Well 
done to them on the win, and the 13s have Thursday's match to look forward to finish their 

league campaign on a high. 

  
Close, but not close enough [posted 29/08/10] 

The Under 18s' unbeaten season ended today with a narrow 8-run defeat to Grange in the semi-

final of the Cricket Scotland Under 18 club championship at New Williamfield.  Winning the toss 

on a bright, sunny but bitterly cold and very windy day, Pasty invited opposition skipper Henry 
Edwards' side to have a bat.  Grange opened with James Hearn and Mullins.  Eight balls in and it 

was 5 for 1, Hearn miss-timing a Umer Aziz delivery to be well caught by Dani' Chaudhry.  5 for 1 

then became 36 for 2 as Hari' cleaned up Mullins.  Mullins had looked dangerous scoring 18 from 
just fourteen balls and getting rid of him and getting - arguably - the last of Grange's front-line 

batters in early was good.  Edwards, the skipper, was in at three, and he was now joined by 

Charlie Tresidder.  One of these getting out would be critical perhaps to restricting the Raeburn 
Place youngsters.  And the 'Locsters were sure they'd achieved their aim when a Bil'y Chaudhry 
delivery seemed to nick Edwards' bat as it went through into Scotty's gloves.  Umpire Sandy 
Scotland turned down the 18s' appeals though and Edwards survived.  And how.  When the final 

ball of the Grange twenty-over allotment had been slog-swept into the trees for a maximum off 

Dani', Edwards walked off to a standing ovation from his side, 71 not out.  I guess that's called 

taking your chance.  Well batted, but maybe a case of what might've been.  At the other end 

Tresidder gave able support to his captain.  His unbeaten 46 came from just 39 as he, too, was 

brutal on any poor bowling.  It's interesting when comparing the two innings that the number of 

dot balls in each was pretty much the same (48 in Grange's innings, 43 in Poloc's), the difference 
was that the 'Locsters' bad balls were really bad.  They were caned.  Thirteen 4s and three 6s 

scored by Grange, just five 4s and a single 6 scored by Poloc.  And the bowlers' inability - as a 

unit - to hit consistent lengths, and lines, resulted in a field that had to be pretty evenly dispersed 
making crossing the boundary that much easier.  A final component is, of course, that when a 

team's losing wickets and there are no batters who are really in, the ability to hit boundaries is 
that much harder.  So 152 for 2 it was at halftime - no grumbling by the 'Locsters though, 
sometimes big decisions go for you, sometimes not. 
  



The second half started with the 'Locsters offering Grange a sub' fielder as they'd only rocked up 
with ten.  Grange thanked the guys for the offer, but continued with just their ten.  Despite this 
they'd go on to win, so credit their ten guys for covering the acreage at New Williamfield as well 

as they did.  For the 'Locsters only Bil'y (4-0-15-0) and Trophy Head (4-0-22-0) had returned 
respectable bowling figures, the others used costing lots.  For Grange then the question was 

would their bowlers bowl any better?  The final analysis suggests not really.  Only one of the 

Grange bowlers - Mullins - went at less than sixes, but the difference was they managed to take 
wickets.  The 'Loc got off to the perfect start as Hearn sprayed the ball around, and Pasty and NJ 
put on 27 in the first three overs.  Then Nicky inside edged a Munro delivery to become the first 

of wicket-keeper Angelini's five (yes, 5!) victims.  The young 'keeper grabbed three stumpings, 

and pouched two catches.  And the wickets were spread around the bowlers: Munro also 
dismissed Joshy who'd scored a run-a-ball 7 near the end; Edwards took a "3-for"; and there was 

one each for Tresidder and Mullins.  Pasty continued with Dani' after Nicky's departure and these 

two put on 57 for the third wicket.  87 for 2 after twelve overs was the scoreboard read-out 
when Dani' departed, miss-timing a pull shot off a shocker of a half-tracker from Mullins, out for 

13 from twenty balls.  It was then 91 for 3 as Pasty departed for 50 (off 46 balls), the first of 
Angelini's stumping victims.  From here the win was still on though.  At the end of the over Pasty 
departed - over thirteen - the 'Locsters were 94 for 3, comparing to Grange's 95 for 2 at the 

same stage.  After sixteen overs the same comparison showed the 'Locsters were just 2 runs 
back.  But there'd be no similarly big finish from the 18s.  Unlike Grange who went into the last 

few overs with batters set, the 'Loc just couldn't find a pair to stay together.  Batters came and 

went and the run-rate remained decent - but just not enough to see the win secured.  144 for 8 

come the end, and defeat by 8 runs. 
  

Well done to Grange, but the universal feeling was that the guys had let this one get away.  

Better bowling from the bowlers as a unit, maybe a little better speed around the paddock and 
improved mobility in the field might've saved a few runs, another batter or two "getting in", a big 

over or two at the right time, a big decision going your way, etc, etc.  But that's cricket, and no 

complaints - Grange's Tresidder and Edwards batted well.  Well done again, to them and their 

side.  For the 18s they've to pick themselves up and try and secure a league title, and there's still 

the Frank Smith Trophy to try and win.  West, in the latter, will prove stiff oppo's in the semi-, 

and Clydesdale await in the final.  Two big hurdles to overcome.  

  
Under 11s lose out at the death [posted 27/08/10]  

28 runs smacked by Helensburgh's number ten, Chambers, in the space of seven of the last 

twelve balls of tonight's league clash at Shawholm put paid to hopes of a home win.  This was 
the 11s' second-last league match of the 2010 season, and after defeat to the Dark Side last 
week the hope was to get back on the rails and see if a "winning season" could be recorded.  
But, again, it wasn't to be.  Batting first the boys had done well enough - this despite the usual 

weaknesses being cruelly exposed again - when will hacks across the line to bolt-straight balls be 

eliminated from our youngsters' armoury of shots???  Ayooooooooobbb!!!  And other batters 
have to remember not to wander idly out of their creases before a ball's called dead!  But still, 

losing only four wickets was pretty good, and Ahmed-Raza managed to record his top score of 

the season.  Well done that [small] man!  The net 66 could also have been much more had it not 

been for some genuinely good - and brave - ground fielding from the visitors from down the 
Clyde.  More than one Helensburgh player showed they knew how to dive and stop hard-hit balls, 

and return good throws.  Well done to them.  Net 66 it was then. 

  
And the second innings started well enough.  Helensburgh were restricted to net 28 after ten 

overs, and just net 47 after fifteen.  And even with just twelve balls to go they still needed 9 to 

win, knowing of course a wicket falling added 5 to any remaining total of runs still required.  

Enter Master Chambers.  His knock has started inauspiciously enough: wide, dot, wide, out.  
Then, carnage!  4, dot, 4, 4, 4, dot, 4, 4, 4.  28 from nine balls and what looked like a tight finish 



turned into a stroll down a street called "Easy".  What a performance!  And it was dark, very 

dark.  8.45pm finish time and Chambers pulling, driving and cutting like it was 12noon and he 
was playing on a road.  Quite astonishing.  And the result?  A win for his side.  

  
So the 11s have a last remaining chance to finish their season on a high - Thursday coming sees 

their final league match, the rescheduled game with Drumps. 
  
Re-arranged fixtures [posted 26/08/10] 

Two more junior matches have been re-arranged: the Under 11s' and Under 13s' matches 

against Drumpellier will both be played on Thursday the 2nd of September. 

  
BIG defeat at Toytown [posted 20/08/10] 
Your author considered writing a serious piece of incisive sports journalism recounting the 
'Locster 15s' heavy defeat at Titwood tonight,.....but then thought what's the point!  But as ever 
in determining to go down my chosen angle on the game it's important not to pretend not to 

have seen what actually happened in the contest.  We - that is the Mighty -  got thrashed.  In 
fact, as has been oft' summarised before in these pages after such results: it was a pants-round-

your-ankles, bare-bottomed spanking!  Ouchay!  This Clydesdale:Glasgow Accies Under 15 select 

is a very strong side.  They've a lot of batting, and some decent bowling.  They're physically 
bigger than most oppo's and bunt and bludgeon their way past all but the very best of their 

contempraries without much of a problem.  The 'Locsters were never really in this one.  Right 

that deals with the bones of the match, and its outcome.  Not to the ridiculous..... 

  
Someone will have to convince this writer of the point,.....nay any point in playing Under 15 
cricket on a pitch that is quite literally too small for Under 11s.  What is the point in every fielder 

- on both sides (bar one in the case of Clydesdale's Hill) - starting the opposition innings by 
fielding on the boundary,.....saving 1?  What is the point in miss-hits routinely - note, not 

occasionally - going for 4 or 6?  What does it teach bowlers when chipped mis-hits go for 6 and 

aren't catches?  Do 28 4s, and nine 6s in an Under 15 match suggest to anyone else that maybe, 

just maybe, the boundaries have produced a farce?  Or four lost balls?  And why play an Under 

15 match on the end of the square, on a wicket that's so bad as to be embarrassing?  Does 

having to apply four loads of sawdust on separate occasions in the match suggest an unsuitable 

wicket?  Or does batters taking lumps out of the surface when playing shots?  Or do balls 
jumping off a length?  Again, what good does this do young players?  Is "protecting" the 1st 

XI wicket so important???  We joke about Toytown cricket, but tonight wasn't funny, just a little, 

in fact quite a big bit, it was farcical. 
  

To the detail - and as noted on the Home page the scores have all been halved to make sense of 
them.  Clydesdale won the toss and batted.  Openers Popeye and Haris Chaudhry got off to a 
quick start and added 37.5 for the first wicket, Chaudhry being bowled by Saif Sajjad for 15.  

He'd done his job though and the run-rate was a healthy 4+.  Popeye was joined by a player in 

Scotland kit [Ed: does the Titwood club not sell a range of Clydesdale-monikored kit?].  The 

player in the Scotland kit struggled to get bat on ball as Saif bowled a tight line and length, and 

then just as the über Führer himself appeared and said "If Scott had been here all year he'd have 

played for Scotland", Popeye's bunting ended suddenly as he swung and missed one time too 
many; bowled by Haider.  Karma?  But then Elliott took a bit of stick in his one over - going for 

11 - to relieve even the beginnings of any sense of pressure building with two new batters at the 

crease, Ali and the player in the Scotland kit getting the runs flowing again.  But then, again, with 
the über Führer having just said "Looks like Lyle's going to get another 94 in 27 balls", the player 

in the Scotland kit tamely chipped a catch to Saify.  Out for 16.5.  Karma?  It was now two 

batters with names starting with "A" at crease: Ali being joined by Awan.  These continued the 

bunting and runs continued to flow, none of the 'Locster bowlers seemingly able to hit the right 
length to restrain them.  A couple of catches were grassed into the bargain which didn't help 



matters: both by Husnain at long (?)-on.  Ali was eventually stumped for 13.5, allowing Selby to 

come and go for 5, and Suhaib Siddiqui to score a quick 2 not out.  Awan, too, was not out, in 
his case having made 17.  97 for 5 was final damage.  Not bad on a tricky deck.  Just under 5-

an-over.  Haider had been the main wicket-taker for the 'Locsters with a "3-for". 
  

The run-chase needed a decent start given 5-an-over on such a difficult wicket wasn't ever going 

to be easy.  So losing Saify to a ball that popped in the first over to Glasgow Accies' Keshav 
Kanabar wasn't exactly the ideal start.  Rosco then went fourth ball, bowled by Kanabar.  As said, 

hardly ideal reader.  Elliott continued however and added 14 with Hasan before nicking off to 

Hashim.  17 for 3.  Hmmmm.  And from here it was really a case of seeing how long the 'Locsters 
could bat.  It'd be good to see out their twenty overs.  Something they nearly achieved.  But with 
Saad being a no-show there were only ten batters and the ninth wicket fell in the final 

over,.....on the last ball in fact; Haider caught by Siddiqui off Popeye's bowling.  For the 'Dale 
there were two wickets a-piece for Kanabar and the player in the Scotland kit.  Popeye and Haris 
Chaudhry only bowled three overs though being - of course - too good for the 'Locsters, and only 
bowling off a few paces "just in case" when they did come on.  Why thank you.  The 'Locsters' 
final total was but 40.  Not so good.  None of the batters really got to grips with the surface, and 

none looked particular "in charge" against the home bowling attack. 

  
A heavy defeat then.  Clydesdale will likely win the division if they can get their remaining games 

played, and are the strongest side in terms of depth in the Under 15s league.  The 'Locsters will 

learn from the defeat it's hoped too though.  Learn that there's a slightly different length to bowl 

on every wicket and in different conditions, and it's important to find this out each time.  They'll 
also have to learn to find ways to score even in difficult conditions against good bowlers: maybe 

where to stand, or where to look to score, or even which bowlers to "target".  But learn this 

they'll have to.  Positives on the night were,.....were,.....it didn't rain. 
  

Maxi' defeat to mini-Dark Side [posted 20/08/10] 
Friday started pretty dark and wet, and certainly ended the former.  But the rains abated long for 

a wicket of sorts to be prepared for the 11s' hosting of near-neighbours Clydesdale in the Under 

11 league.  Batting first on a still-damp deck the 'Locsters managed to post net 43, losing seven 

wickets along the way.  Slugger and Lewis had opened and as a partnership notched up net 23 - 

good start.  Slugger hit two 4s in his gross 12, Lewis was more watchful in scoring 5.  Second 
pairing Ahmed-Raza and Joe hit less of the bat, but also were only dismissed once, Joe remaining 

not out.  But tight bowling meant just the 7 runs were added in the second five overs.  The run 

rate accelerated again in quarter three however with 24 being put on by Aliyan and Sameer, the 
majority it's fair to say in extras.  Sameer, like Joe however, carried his bat successfully.  This left 

the Kessler and Ayoooooob - the side's tail-gunners were each dismissed once, but 34 runs were 
added in gross terms.  Net 43 it was then at the break. 

  

The second half saw steady progress by the visitors with wickets being at a premium.  The first 

wicket didn't fall until over five, and the second not until over twelve.  Good - and sensible - 

batting then by the 'Dale boys.  And at the midway point of the visitors' innings the 'board 

showed net 54.  A winning position.  In fact this news had made its way back to the Death Star 
itself where it was passed on to your reporter by a returning 'Dale supporter as "We were 
winning easy so I left".  Certainly looked that way, and of course always good to be told in such a 

sensitive manner.    The second half of the second half - if you're with me reader - saw 48 

runs scored, but also six wickets fall.  This sequence of events produced the end net 72 score 

appearing on the 'card.  A good win by Clydesdale, with meaningful individual performances by 
Owain Taylor (16 not out), and Siddique (14 not out) who batted together in the second pair.  

Taylor also took 2 for 8 in his four overs, and Farid 3 for 8 in his.  Best for the 'Locsters with the 
ball was Lewis Macdonald with 2 for 16 in his three-over spell.  

  



Next week the 11s host Helensburgh in the final scheduled league match. 

  
It happens every so often..... [posted 18/08/10] 

What does?  A side performing really well we mean - and whilst no side ever puts in the perfect 
performance, it's still pleasing when one does all the component parts well.  Starting with getting 

to the meeting point on time!  Then - lo, and behold - we arrive early at the venue with time to 

look around and get familiarised.  Then what happens is the skipper wins the toss and - as 
tonight, assessing the oppo', comp' and venue - decides to chase.  Game on.  Part A needs 

decent bowling, good fielding (including smart field setting and bowler selection) and the taking 

of chances when they present themselves.  Then, having restricted the oppo' to a respectable 

target Part B, the run-chase, starts positively, a base is built, the run-rate increases, wickets are 
kept in hand, the stroke players and hitters take centre stage, and the win's secured.  Tick, tick, 

tick, tick,.....and tick!  And all the more pleasing when the oppo' are a more-than-decent outfit 

like the Feegie Under 18s.  With "Overseas Amateur" Paramanik, Scotland age-group players 
English, Tahir and Darroch, West Regional Academy players Rutnagur, Kennedy, Preston-Jones, 

etc, etc. all in their ranks, the Meikleriggs side was a strong one, making the 'Locsters' 
performance on the night coming together as it did all the more pleasing.  Nice. 

  

The details of the match were that Ferguslie 18s batted first and posted 114 for 3, a total the 
'Locsters chased inside nineteen overs.  For Feegie Stuart Darroch top-scored with 52 from 51 

balls, and Priyatosh Paramanik gave good support with 27 from 32 balls.  Skipper Josh Rutnagur 

finished not out 22, but - if we're looking to be particularly critical - the 35 balls he took to 

accumulate these were likely one of the reasons his side were restricted to less than a-run-a-
ball.  Another observation might be that one of Paramanik or Darroch might have "gone earlier" 

as neither, really, got going despite batting well.  The 'Locsters would have banked only 52 from 

Stuby if - before the game - they'd known he'd bat for a ball short of nineteen overs.  Bar 
Darroch's and Paramanik's wickets (both caught, by Scotty and Muscles respectively), the other 
wicket to fall was Michael English, trapped LBW in the first over by Bil'y.  The home side batters 

likely could've pressurised the 18s in the field better too: though credit to the field placement, 

and groundwork done by the guys from the off.  The tone was set really early on when Joshy set 

the standard with a top-notch stop of 4 over-throws when Scotty tried to run out Paramanik.  

Great stuff, and set the tone as regards intensity in the field.  In concluding on the first half it 

also has to be said that the Ferguslie batters found fielders on a regular basis with good shots - 
the bit of luck that is often needed in matches, tonight going the 'Locsters' way. 

  

115 to win.  A good start needed: importantly getting the scoreboard ticking over, whilst trying 
not to lose wickets, thereby creating a base for a successful run-chase.  Muscles and Pasty gave 
the guys the start that was needed as they went at a-run-a-ball from the off.  Tahir and Ahmed 
opened the bowling for Ferguslie, and neither bowled badly, but both were picked off with 

sufficient regularity that little real pressure was applied.  Tahir in particular suffered a bit as a 

deep-set field was moved as leg-side singles were pinched early on, only for Pasty to then go 
over the top as mid-on and mid-off tried to "save the 1".  45 were added for the first wicket, 

Muscles (13) bowled by Tahir in the eighth over.  Dani' joined Pasty but the latter went shortly 

afterwards, trapped LBW by English and a ball that kept low - 26 from 25 balls.  Dani' and 

partners kept things moving tho': first Hari', then Nicky and lastly Scotty.  The run-rate was 
always at-or-around 6 an over.  Until that is Dean Kennedy's third over which leaked a couple of 

4s and big 6.  Dani' was batting fluently and he and his partners were successfully rotating the 

strike, finding the boundary with enough regularity to - again - any real pressure building.  And 
the target was reached in the eighteenth over with - sigh - a Dilshan scoop by Scotty off 

Rutnagur.  Village,.....tho' we like the swagger.  A bit like T-bags hitting a 6 last night, right-
handed, it was one of those moments that, however it ended up, would produce a smile.  Dani' 

finished 38 not out, Scotty 7 not out - Dani' having made Feegie suffer for Maplebeck dropping 
him off English's bowling.  Ouchay! 



  

Well done to the guys.  A genuinely good performance, against a strong side.  And, as all good 
performances do, it saw everyone contribute, be that with bat, ball or in the field.  

  
More disappointment as 15s slump to defeat at Langloan [posted 17/08/10] 

Oddly your author doesn't feel quite so bad about the 15s' latest league defeat as he did - see 

below - about that game at Hamilton Crescent.  Maybe I'm just getting used to the 
disappointment?  Let's start with some bare facts: we scored 83 for 4 batting first (in eighteen 

overs), they - Drumps - scored 87 for 1 with more than three overs still to be bowled.  It's also 

factually accurate we think to assert that Man of the Match was home side all-rounder Abdul 

Sabri who bunted 54 from 51 balls after bowling 5-1-9-1 in the 'Locster innings.  He was ably 
supported by Nick Pyne who made an unbeaten 29.  For the 15s only Elliott probably did himself 

justice with 40 from 54 deliveries.  But his knock wasn't enough for his side to post a defendable 

total.  Unless that is the Drumps' top order failed.  In particular their talisman, the mercurial Mr 
Sabri Snr. 

  
And so it was that the match win-points would depend on whether the guys could eke out Sabri 

Snr. [Ed: Sabri Jnr. - a.k.a. Humza - opened and was bowled first ball by Ollie].  The plan for 

Abdul Sabri's always the same: bowl full-and-straight, but keep a cow corner/long on out 
because he'll hit one there sooner-rather-than-later.  And in Ollie's third over Abdul obliged.  A 

swoosh of the CA club and the ball was airborne.  Elliott was under it at long on, with a pair of 

the safest hands in the club on the end of his arms.  Here's the game people.  The plan's 

fruition.  Grassed.  And 4.    Abdul'd got his life.  And he capitalised on the 15s' grace by 

bludgeoning his way thereafter to his match-winning 54.  He'd have two more lives tho' along the 

way.  The last ball of Ollie's fifth, and the innings' ninth, over beat Sabri's bat with him going for 

a walk down the mossy track, and with Rosco standing up the stumping was on.  Ball grassed.  

Chance gone.  Then there was the third ball of Haider's first over: full delivery, cross-bat hack 
from Abdul, missed, ball lands on toe bang in front of middle stick - no appeal!  You what?!?  
Bizarre.  Life #3.  Maybe it was just Abdul's night.  And we'd like to repeat he played well, really 
well.  His bowling in the first innings was top-drawer. 

  

Top-drawer bowling wasn't, however, in the 'Locsters' plans, unfortunately.  That is with the 
exception of Ollie who bowled exactly as required.  Full.  Straight.  In-swinging deliveries that 

made scoring tricky.  And he was rewarded with the only wicket to fall: Humza Sabri, first ball.  

But the other bowlers all took some tap.  All bowled variable lengths; many variable lines.  To 

repeat for the zillionth time guys: that's why we practice - so that when we're in tense - closer - 
matches we can actually bowl five or six balls in the right place.  As was said in the Hamilton 

Crescent rant,....sorry report, our frailties are only really exposed against the better sides, and 

better players.  And tonight - again - against two decent bats, our bowlers' frailties - the inability 
to bowl to a field, and bowl consistently - was cruelly re-exposed.  

  
The defeat sees even sharing the league title with another side disappear - all that's left is the 

chance to make sure - on Friday - it's not the Toytown boys who win the championship outright!  

  Come on!  
 
 

Accies six lose to full-strength Under 18s [posted 16/08/10] 
The Under 18s found they only had six oppo' players to play against at New Anniesland this 

evening.  Not sure why, but it makes this correspondent feel marginally better about his own 

charges' shambolic behaviour as regards confirming availability and rocking up on time.  To 
whoever's in charge at Accies: I share your pain!  For the 18s - tonight - the last call off was 

4.42pm.  That's not too bad is it?!?  And so thanks to Disk for stepping in at the last minute, and 



Rosco for stepping up from the 13s.  How hard is it to just confirm playing or not, then 

remember what you've agreed to, and turn up on time?  Or am I an old fogey?!?  No, don't 
answer that last one!  Back to the game for what that's worth.  The Accies six batted first and, 

thanks to big-hitting Nirvik Ganapathi, posted 76.  The plusses in this innings were NTB's run out, 
and the chances for Trophy Head, Disk and Stiffy to roll their arms over.  Then, in the run-chase 

- that lasted all of seven or so overs - NTB got a bat, as did Rosco, with Dani' scoring a quick-fire 

49 not out.  So a win, beating both the New Anniesland side and, as importantly, the rain! 
  

13s miss out as rains prevent chance of win [posted 16/08/10] 

The 13s were nicely poised - 55 for 2 after eleven overs - when the rain was thought too 

persistent to allow the game with Glasgow Accies to finish both sides tramped disconsolately in to 
the dry and warmth of the clubhouse.  Match abandoned.  Lewis was in the middle with Akhil 

when the end came, and both were looking well set, Lewis just a few runs short of retiring at 30.  

Akhil had come in after Hasan's rash cross-bat, down-on-one-knee slog-sweep saw him cleaned 
up for 4, after Karim had been first out having opened with Lewis.  For Accies, the top 

performers had been Hamish Campbell, Cameron Russell and Mark Forbes, who had been their 
main contributors to posting 98 for 2.  Russell and Forbes finished not out.  But the Accies' total 

also owed much to pretty wayward bowling from all the 'Locster bowlers, as well over 20 runs 

were gifted in wides and no balls.  A couple of lives were also given to Campbell on his way to 
29, Calum dropping an edged delivery, and Ayub making a hash of a mis-timed chip through mid-

wicket.  It's hoped this match might be replayed, notwithstanding the darkening nights, and 

tonight at least: midges! 

  
11s back on their winning ways [posted 13/08/10] 

After losing narrowly earlier in the week to the city's second-best club, Friday brought the fourth-

best to Shawholm for another city derby.  Hillhead batted first and posted net 38, Jack Holland 
top-scoring with an unbeaten 12.  For the 11s there were wickets for Ravidu Jayaratne who 

finally managed to turn out for the side this season!  2 for 26 a nice return.  Aliyan also managed 

a couple of scalps, with Ayub, Joe and Ahmed-Raza also in the wickets.  In reply the 'Locsters 
managed to score net 70 as the batters - as West of Scotland's batters had on Tuesday - found 

the boundary with greater regularity than there opponents.  Five of the eight batters finished 

with positive net individual scores, and the margin of victory reflected the "on average" better 

batting by the 'Locsters.  A good win then, and good to put Tuesday's defeat to West behind 
them at the first time of asking. 

  

Much shorter you'll be glad to know! [posted 13/08/10] 
After yesterday's War & Peace epic you'll be pleased to know dear reader that you'll not have to 

stop halfway through this 15s' match report to go and have a shave!  The reason why there's 
less to say is simply that the cric' played was better.  Still lots of areas to develop but generally 

better.  Saif and Ollie put on 131 for a big opening partnership to set up a total of 171 for 4, then 

the bowlers and fielders did enough to restrict Hillhead to 100 for 9 in their reply. 

  

Saif's innings was nicely cimpiled and he looked on course to emulate big brother Josh's 100 

against the same oppo' a year previously in the same fixture at Shawholm.  How spooky would 

that've been?  Of course, out for 86 means there's nothing spooky about it at all.    And it 

took a good ball from Hasham Azhar to dismiss Saify - a quick yorker no less.  Well batted Saif, 

and well bowled Hasham.  Around Saif's knock there were other contributions.  Ollie's 35's been 

mentioned already and OJ batted both sensibly, but as importantly, positively as he put on the 

big opening partnership with Saif.  Then there was the now customary cameo something-teen 
from the skipper: fif-teen this evening - from just nine balls - before Elliott holed out to a good 

low catch by Steedman at mid off.  171 for 4 then, and a big ask for Hillhead to chase this down.  
  



Hillhead's openers - Ghaffar and Azhar - batted well tho'.  Not quite as well as Saif and Ollie, but 

"well" nonetheless.  Azhar went on to top-score with 39, whilst Ghaffar - less fluently - managed 
27.  After these two tho' there was little: 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 5, 0 and 1 to be precise.  In the wickets 

were Elliott (3 for 25) and Haider Akram with 2 for 8.  And there were decent catches taken by 
Cammy, Saif and Elliott.  The latter tho' did involve a classic two-fielder mix-up between Stiffy 
and Saif.  And more of the 'Locster fielders at least looked interested in diving around in the field, 
with three run outs - two direct hits from Husnain - being a nice return on the improved action.  
But there's still work to do.  And as for the number of byes Mr Armour Jnr.....?!? 

  

Hard to know where to start..... [posted 12/08/10] 

It really is deeply depressing.  Not losing, that happens.  Rather the manner of the Under 15s 
defeat at Hamilton Crescent this evening in their rescheduled league match with Glasgow's 

second best club.  The worn-out Coaches' phrases of both winter and summer sessions all rung 

true: "Matches against the better teams come down to just a few runs", "Most run outs are only 
by inches", "We practice bowling to be able to bowl five out of six balls in the same place", 

"Match management is key", "Watch the game", "Rotate the strike", "Get bat on ball", "Bowl to 
your field", "Get forward", etc, etc, etc.  Ad nauseum.  If anyone video'd this game it could be 

used to demonstrate all the things behind these mantras.  Let's start with the bare bones of the 

game: West posted 109 for 9, the 'Locsters managed 106 for 6 in reply, losing by just 3 runs.  
Sounds exciting, and I guess it was.  But it was so much more painful than exciting if you were in 

the middle as your author was dear reader. 

  

But let's not get to the end too fast.  There's plenty to bemoan early on.  How do 17 wides and 7 
no balls strike you, first up?  That's 24 in extras for starters, but worse it meant the home side 

had four additional overs to bat, 24 more balls to score off!  It also meant that the 'Locsters got 
by far the worse of the light - their own fault because (i) they bowled those 24 wides and no 
balls, but also (ii) Messrs. Hafeez and Sajjad were working to other than BST in failing miserably 

to get to Shawholm for the agreed 5.15pm meet time meaning the game didn't start until after 

6pm.  Sigh.  Then there was the fielding.  How often do the 15s' faces trip when practice involves 

fielding drills instead of net practice?  And yet - as tonight's first innings proved, again - poor 
fielding costs in close games against good opposition.  And by good fielding I'm talking about 

everything from basic fitness, through anticipation and thinking, to fielding basics like using two 

hands, long barriers and quick throws.  If tonight's match had been our Higher Fielding we'd 
likely have almost all 11 facing a resit.  There were a few - a very few - bright spots: Disk took a 
good catch at square leg looking into the sun, wee bruv' Rosco took a couple of catches (one 
standing up to Haider), and Idrees had one (but only one!) good diving left-handed stop early.  
But these were but small flickers of light on an otherwise pretty black fielding performance.  

When will our guys get themselves fit?  When will they learn to dive and not turn and escort balls 
over boundaries?  When will Poloc fielders learn to concentrate, really concentrate, on every 

ball?  Again, etc, etc, etc.  Sigh.  109 for 9 was way more than the West batters should've 
managed.  But 109 it was. Less than a run-a-ball though, still, so a total that was eminently 

chase'able. 

  

But, of course, "chase'able" implies sensible batting.  Now that'd be nice to see.  Steady start, 

gentle acceleration.  One eye on the scoreboard, awareness of who's bowling, and who's still to 
come.  "Clocking" where runs are being scored and which fielders are good, and which are not.  

Note: none of the aforementioned needed the batters to be Don Bradman or Kevin Pietersen.  All 

that was needed was sensible batting, match awareness and management, and some sound 
technique.  And things started pretty well.  It looked like maybe the first half's shambles might be 

covered over by a good second half.  Who were we kidding?!?  But a decent start was had.  After 

Ollie holed out early on, caught at short cover, Saif and Elliott batted sensibly to get themselves 

in, and continued to score at around 4 or 5 an over.  Ideal.  Nothing rash.  No "big" shots.  Just 
common sense batting.  A nudge here.  A glance there.  A push, a pull, etc.  Easy-peasey.  Then 



for some unknown reason Stiffy shouldered arms to a bolt-straight delivery from the wayward 

Ata.  And it was at this juncture that your author started to wonder if anyone on the Poloc side 
was actually watching the game, even the guys in the middle!  Ata bowls from really wide on the 

crease - he's prone to wides either side of the wicket as he tries to straighten up the delivery at 
the point of release.  With Elliott looking reasonably set then, it's a mystery why he appeared not 

to happen to notice Ata's angle of delivery.  Ball released.  Bolt straight.  Arms shouldered.  Off 

stump knocked back.  Sigh.  Rosco then added 42 with Saif as the run-rate continued to gently 
increase and the target get ever closer.  Saif in particular was warming to the expensive Umeed's 

bowling and was finding the legside boundary with ease.  Ata had been scooped out of the 

attack, and Gray was in.  Then Ross inexplicably wafted at a wide half-tracker - caught at point 

by Ata.  18 from 24 balls.  Pity, he was looking good too.  Still, Saif was still in.  Well he was until 
he was out, LBW Umeed.  34.  And this is where the sigh becomes a deep sigh.  With three overs 

- eighteen balls - left, the 'Locsters needed just 14 runs to win.  Ehsan was on strike.  Galloway 

was the bowler, bowling down the hill.  And it's about now you've to wonder if any of the batters 
coming in had been paying attention to proceedings thus far.  Q. How many runs had been 

scored straight?  A. 2, a nice straight drive by Rosco off Umeed's bowling.  Q. Where had - bar 
Saif's hitting with the spin - the rest of the runs come?  A. Behind the wicket.  Edges, nudges, 

glances, pulls.  And with Galloway bowling a reasonable pace, no slips, and two miniature West 
fielders at third man and fine leg respectively, there'd been 2 runs every time the ball was 
touched and ran away down that hill.  Q. So what does Mr Ahmad Snr. do on each of the first 
five balls of over eighteen?  A. Clear his left side and attempt a huge heave, presumably trying to 

launch Galloway up the hill for a 4 or 6!  What game were you watching?  The fifth ball at least 

put a stop to the nonsense though, Ehsan cleaned up after missing it.  Abid then came in.  He'd 
at least have learned from Ehsan's failed tactic?  Eh, no.  First ball: big heave, edge, 2 

runs,.....down the hill.  Would this outcome help him understand the game plan?  Nope.  Two 

overs left - twelve balls - and now 12 runs needed.  Run-a-ball.  Hasan nudges ball#1 behind 
square off Umeed and Abid's back on strike.  Abid though then proceeds to swing and miss at the 

next five deliveries, again trying to heave each delivery out of the park!  What's going on 

people?  Now it's 11 runs needed off just six balls.  Deep sigh.  Hasan on strike.  Ball #1 single.  

Ball #2, another Abid heave and,.....bowled.  "Are you Ehsan in disguise?"  Next up was Husnain 

on debut.  Had he been watching?  Nope.  Heave.  Miss.  Leg bye.  Hasan back on strike.  

Glance, 2 runs - down the hill to third man.  Ring any bells guys?!?  Ball #5, another single to 

Hasan who's nicely going at a-run-a-ball.  Remember we needed less than this just an over or so 
before.  One ball left.  Surely Husnain would try and get something on it and send it hurtling 

down the hill looking for the boundary?  Eh, no.  Heave.  Miss.  Game over.  Loss by 3.  Deepest 

sigh. Of the final eighteen balls [Ed: all well bowled by the stand-out bowler on the night, 
Galloway] no fewer than eleven were dot balls when the 'Locster batter had a [big!] swing-and-a-

miss! 
  

How very, very frustrating.  Defeat by 3 runs.  And every one of the 'Locsters could likely find 
those 3 runs somewhere in their own performance.  So, you see guys, when the Coaches come 

out with all that stuff, and tell you it'll cost you in the bigger, close, games, they're not just 

making it up..... 

  

West win last over thriller! [posted 10/08/10] 
The re-arranged Under 11 league match with West took place tonight, and brrrrrr, it was cold!  

The 'Locsters batted first and though they only lost four wickets they'd found scoring runs pretty 

tricky on the damp deck.  Only 60 runs were scored, the usual bundle in extras.  Lobbing off the 
20 runs for the four wickets lost and only net 40 was the total posted.  An easy run chase?  

Maybe's aye, and maybe's no.  As it turned out it was aye,.....right up until the second last ball.  

That's when it got really interesting.  The final over had started with West's final two batters - 

Guy and Barrett - having got their side 12 runs ahead.  But Kess wouldn't let the match simply 
slip away and had grabbed two wickets in five balls.  This left West skipper James Guy to face 



the final ball.  If he survived or scored a run or more his side won; if Kess could somehow get a 

third wicket in the over it'd bring a dramatic win for the 'Locsters.  As it was Guy safely 
negotiated Kess's final delivery and the win points went north.  Pity as Kess's over certainly 

deserved to win something for his side. 
  

But the game had again been lost in extras.  The 'Locsters just keep bowling too many wides.  

Tonight it was 25.  One less wide would've brought a tied match, two less wides bowled would've 
seen the 'Locsters win.  It's that simple.  Kess can maybe be excused criticism on the night tho' 

as his four overs cost just 3 runs.  And he took no fewer than four wickets.  Ayub, too, was pretty 

economic; his four overs seeing two maidens bowled.  Earlier on Aliyan had top-scored with 9.  

None of the other batters got past 3 as scoring proved difficult as already mentioned.  For West, 
Robbie McCallum shone as the best batter on the night, his unbeaten 12 being the best score on 

the night and containing a number of genuinely impressive shots. 

  
A good game though, and an exciting end that nearly [Ed: but only nearly!] helped the 
spectators forget it was Baltic as well as damp! 
  

13s win after longest break in cricket history! [posted 09/08/10] 

Okay we exaggerate, maybe the 13s haven't been idle for ages, but it certainly seems like some 
time since that tied match at Hughenden.  In fact it was so long ago it was warm!  Well it wasn't 

too warm tonight - in fact at times it was positively chilly, as well as being dark.  But no rain so 

let's not complain.  Prestwick came to Shawholm with some talented players on parade - Messrs. 

Miller and Pettigrew, Bailey and Cairns are all talented young players.  So all the more impressive 
that the 'Locsters managed to record the win.  And it was a win that owed much to the bowling 

and fielding display.  Lewis James - skippering in Rosco's absence - led the way with a "3-for", 

and all the bowlers bowled good lines, and lengths.  Catches were held too: good grabs by Hasan 
and Akhil.  Good stuff after the boys' long lay-off.  The Prestwick batters did bat their overs 

however, posting 60 for 7 in the process.  Their total centered on captain James Pettigrew's 

unbeaten 30 who batted patiently as well as technically well.  

  

To win the 'Locsters would have to follow Pettigrew's example.  And they did.  Both openers - 

Hasan and Lewis - batted sensibly, displaying no little technically sound shot-making.  After 

seeing off a brisk opening spell from Bailey, the boys then accummulated runs at a good lick, 
scoring a number of boundaries along the way.  And it was only when the score was on 55 that 

Has' miss-swept a Finn Taylor full delivery, and was bowled.  55 for 1.  This brought Slugger to 
the middle, and CJ immediately proceeded to hit a delicious extra cover 4.  Another 4 from big 
bruv Lewis and the game was over. Won inside ten overs. 

  
All-in-all a good all-round performance.  Good to see. 

  

Dark Side defeated [posted 09/08/10] 
The rain pretty much stayed away, but the Toytown deck was still damp, dark and tricky.  Batting 

first - actually batting any time - was difficult, and it was the hosts that found this out first.  96 

for 7 was all that could be mustered, and was due in the main to Hamid Mahmood's 37.  His 

innings ended when he was run out, and with the next best contribution being Krishna's 14, the 
total was always likely to be on the low side.  And at Toytown 96 is about the equivalent of 17 at 
Shawholm.  But 17 on a tricky deck's still difficult to run down!  And so it proved. 

  

The Clydesdale innings had started badly with the dangerous [Ed: in just a cricketing sense? ] 

Paddy Barbour holing out to Bil'y off Umer's bowling, the first of three wickets for Lefty.  His "3-
for" was economic too, his five overs costing just 21 runs.  This said both Bil'y and Hari' were 
stingy as regards leaking runs too; Bilal's five overs cost just 15, Hari's five only 18.  In fact only 

the Professor - after his Academy heroics a day earlier -  was expensive, going at over 7s in his 



overs.  But overall it was a good bowling performance, even accounting for the [very] bowler-

friendly deck.  In the field Bilal took not one, but two catches, a feat equalled by Trophy Head 
and Maximillian.  Nicky's return to action was welcome, as was NTB's return from Holland-land.  

And with Dani' and Scotty unavailable the win again demonstrated good strength in depth.  
  

And the win was secured in the last over with Bilal and Joshy at the crease.  They'd carried on 

where Muscles, Pasty, Hari' and NJ had started, namely keeping the scoreboard ticking over.  
Bil'y finished 19 not out, Josh 7 not out. 
  

A good win.  An important win in that beating any Clydesdale junior side, at any age-group, is 

usually an indicator that a side's playing some reasonable cricket.  Next up as the 18s try and 
keep the unbeaten run going are mercurial Glasgow Accies.  Tonight they conceded 225 runs 

against West..... 

  
11s lose in close one [posted 06/08/10] 

It ended up being pretty close.  The final over started with Prestwick Under 11s sitting on net 
53.  The 'Locsters had scored net 50 and so a wicket would get them ahead.  Runs, (wides 

even!) would push the seasiders further ahead.  Kess Sajjad was the bowler, but could he 

dismantle the timbers?  Two balls in and a single and an edged 4 had gotten Prestwick 8 runs 
ahead - now two wickets were needed in four balls.  And it wasn't to be as two byes and two dot 

balls saw the home side safe.  A win by 10 runs.  A good game, with a close finish.  And just as 

well it was interesting 'cos it was Baltic down the coast.  And drizzling.  And dark.  Still, good 

fun.  
  

The 'Locsters had batted first and their net 50 was actually 80 for 6.  Ayub Ahmed (10 not out) 

and Kess (8 not out) were the 11s' batters not to lose their wicket - well done to them - with 
each of the other six getting dismissed once.  The Prestwick bowlers bowled pretty well, and their 

fielding was brave and committed. James Miller took 2 for 9, and Fletcher Rao managed 2 for 4.  

Well bowled to those two.  In the Prestwick reply, all the 'Locsters bowled, and most bowled 

pretty well.  This said, and as ever, wides cost the guys dear.  29 runs were gifted Prestwick in 

wides, with 4 in no balls thrown in.  That's expensive.  Aliyan Qureshi was the chief culprit, 

dishing out 12 runs in wides.  Hmmm.  Bowl straight people!  That said there were also three 

maidens bowled which is no mean feat: Kess getting two on his way to 4-2-11-1, and Ayub in his 
returning 4-1-13-0.  Ahmed-Raza Hanif also bowled well, taking 2 for 5 in his three overs. 

  

With Slugger away the gloves were donned by Lewis Mac' who did really well on debut behind 
the sticks.  In fact in that final over he very nearly took a blinder of a catch as ball #1 took the 

edge of a Prestwick bat.  He was also quick up to the stumps after each delivery, giving the 
fielders a good target for their throws. 

  

Defeat, but no disgrace then.  Some decent performances, not a huge many wickets lost, and a 

close finish.  Still lessons to learn however: in the mane lessons that have been on the Under 11 

curriculum all summer: bat and bowl straight - prevents wickets and saves wides!  Next up is 

West of Scotland in the re-arranged league match on Tuesday, the first of four home games for 

the youngsters.  
 

18s still rolling along [posted 02/08/10] 

Monday night saw the 18s in league action for the second time in four days after Friday's win in 
the rescheduled home match against Glasgow Accies.  This time the visitors to Shawholm were 

from Paisley way, not the west end.  Kelburne it was, and this was the second meeting of the 

side's in this season's Premier Division.  Winning the toss, visiting skipper Andrew Miller decided 

to bowl and Pasty and Bil'y opened.  They put on 33 before Pasty missed a Jamie Cook full-
bunger and played it on to his stumps.  Out for 10.  Bil'y was then joined by wee bruv' Dani' and 



was determined to continue to demonstrate who the genuine all-rounder in the Chaudhry family 

is!  And he managed it.  Dani' played a few classy shots in quickly accummulating 31 before he 
tamely chipped Cullum Watson to Cook at point.  Enter Hari'.  Two balls faced later, exit Hari'.  

Bowled by Watson.  Joshy then also came and went quickly - 3 from six balls - and Pinocchio 
came out to join Bil'y who found himself with his fifth partner of the innings.  Luckily this was last 

wicket to fall and 57 was added in the last 5.3 overs, Aamir finishing 22 not out, Bil'y 67 not out.  
Well batted BZ, another good knock.  
  

163 to win it was.  Miller and Cook opened for Kelburne, and a quick start was likely needed.  

Miller didn't manage this from over one though; a maiden from Bil'y.  Over two started with 

Shoaib bowling to Cook.  Ball #1 was skied to cover where Hari' called for it allowing Max to step 
aside.  Safe hands, Cook starting the long walk.  Grassed.  Oooopps!  And 64 runs later it looked 

a tad expensive.  Cook's innings it was that held the Kelburne reply together: 100 for 5 come the 

end of their twenty-over allocation.  Aside Cook, Miller made 15 before becoming the first of The 
Professor's three victims, Usman returning the impressive figures of 4-0-9-3.  In the field there 

was a lot more energy again; Max'y as ever bringing the vitality that's so often missing.  Joshy 
and Muscles pulled off some good stops, and generally there was a little more life about the 

fielding.  But on the basis we're always looking for improvements, there were still instances of 

the oppo' taking singles when hitting the ball straight to a fielder in the ring.  Hmmmm.  The 
other wicket-takers in the innings were Hari', and Pasty.  Max rolled his arm over in the final 

over, and Ollie made his Under 18 bowling debut with a couple of overs too.  All good. 

  

Next up it's the Dark Side at Toytown - note to self: remember to pack small ball, blue bats and 
orange ball..... 

 

 
Cold, drizzly,.....but a win [posted 30/07/10] 

The rescheduled Under 18 league match got away tonight,.....despite a failing of the 

Young:Walton Temperature Test - it certainly wasn't 16C!  What it was though was a game, and 

with no other junior game on the fixture card for the 30th of July it was good to get a match 

played.  And it was good to win it too.  The win keeps the 18s' unbeaten run going, and keeps 

them "in the mix" at the top end of the Premier Division table.  

  
The win was ultimately secured by Muscles holding the batting together after blobs for Dani' and 
Hari', and Pasty going for just 4.  His unbeaten 31 was helped by Joshy's  quick-fire 21 pinch-
hitting, and Saif's patient 11 not out at the end.  Well done to these guys.  71 for 4 was the final 
total, accumulated in under 13 overs and enough to secure the 6-wicket win. 

  
The Accies' total was accummulated in 19.2 overs, with three batters - Revie (15), McNaught 

(13) and Clark (11) - getting into double figures.  The damage was done in the first innings early 

on, with Accies slumping to 14 for 4 with McCallum, McCall, Malik and Ganapathi all out inside 

five overs.  All the Accies batters seemed intent on big-hitting as their modus operandii, a 
number choosing to wander out with what looked like the team Mongoose.  Interesting plan, and 
maybe not the ideal one after the few wickets fell?  But it was the strategy adopted by almost 

every batter: big swings, a few big hits, then out.  Hmmm.  In amongst some of the hara-kiri 
there was also some good bowling.  First up Bil'y and Umer "hit their areas" as usual and with 

the field positioned anticipating the Accies tee'ing-off strategy, runs were hard to come by.  Bil'y 
returned 5-1-14-2 and Umer returned 5-1-19-1 - impressive opening bowling boys.  Backing them 
up was Hari', who found his rhythm after a wayward opening over; Saqi' who picked up a couple 

of wickets, one courtesy of a smart stumping by Saif; The Professor who also grabbed two 

wickets; and Shoaib who cleaned up the tail, dismissing Clark in the last over.  Bil'y also got rid of 
Malik with a direct hit run out. 
  



Tonight's win keeps the side's unbeaten run going.  And in Accies the 'Locsters have defeated a 
dangerous side.  Looking back over the season's scorecards shows that their hit-it-or-get-out 
approach works sometimes.  Thankfully on a night when the 18s' batting partly miss-fired, the 

Accies' plan didn't come off.  Next up is Kelburne on Monday, again in the league. 
  

West beaten as 'Locster 18s progress in the cup [posted 28/07/10]  
Wednesday evening saw the 18s progress to face Ferguslie - away - in the quarter-finals of the 
national under 18 knockout cup.  And here's the really good news people: this win saw a good - 

nay, very good - performance in the field.  Max showed the way - his two run outs were the 

scorebook evidence of his on-the-field display, but the real impact was in the reaction of others 

to his example.  Fielders were "busy" throughout the West run-chase, even to the extent more 
than a few were seen diving to stop balls, and actually getting to the wee red sphere and 

stopping it.  Great stuff guys.  And the fielding was needed as West's Gavin Smith (43) and Chris 

Ross (30) threatened for a while to pull off a great run-chase.  Ross in particular batted as well 
as can be remembered and sensibly pushed the ball into gaps, and ran quickly and positively 

between the wickets.  These put on 67 for the second wicket, Smith being clean bowled by The 
Professor.  And Ross followed quite quickly afterwards, clean bowled too, this time Hari' being 

the bowler.  With Ross and Smith gone, and Galloway also being dismissed for 10, the target of 

"144 to win" seemed a long way off.  And so it proved, the game drifting to its conclusion with 
Wheel not out.  His partner, Dicko, was run out on the last ball.  101 for 6. 

  

The 'Locsters had posted 143 for 5 in their - the first - innings.  Mainstay performance was "all-

rounder" (?) Muscles with 61 from 58 balls.  He was given decent support by Bil'y (19) and Hari' 
(20).  Just over seven-an-over.  Well batted. 

   

Rain 1-0 Under 13Bs [posted 26/07/10] 
It looked like we'd win, but then we didn't.  But then either did the opposition - Ayr - in tonight's 

Under 13B friendly at Shawholm.  With almost two-thirds of the second innings played Youngy 
decided enough was enough and play was abandoned as the rain continued to fall.  The first 

iunnings had seen Ayr post net 56 (under the pairs cricket scoring system), and the 'Locsters 
were nicely positioned at net 54 after thirteen overs.  But then the abandonment - felt more like 

September.....   

   

Squeeky time [posted 22/07/10] 

Yes, I know there's a word missing, but this is a family website!  The title accrues from the end 

to tonight's Under 15 league match at Shawholm between Ayr and the 'Locsters.  And in 
particular to the fact that the game came down to the last over, with the 'Loc sneaking home 

with four balls to go.  The total chased was 98, the total posted by Ayr batting first, thanks in the 

main to Luke Speirs' unbeaten 54.  Only four wickets fell in the first innings, but this shouldn't 
detract from the 'Locster bowlers having bowled good lines and not allowing the visiting batters 

to get going with any kind of fluidity.  Ollie and Idrees set the tone in their opening four-over 
spells, before Haider's off-breaks continued to restrict the Ayr run-rate.  Only really Stiffy took a 
bit of tap as too many full tosses were despatched by Calum Gordon and Luke Speirs.  98 for 4 

was the total posted, particularly creditable given only ten fielders after Nazir's no-show.  And, 
whilst it's in my mind dear reader, thanks to Yash for responding to an eleventh-hour appeal for 

a player.  And he showed the way: in the field with some good ground fielding, and finishing not 

out with the blade. 

  

Talk of the blade brings us to the 'Loc reply.  102 for 6 with four balls to spare doesn't really tell 
the "tale of the tape".  38 in extras, including 30 - yes, thirty - in wides gifted by Ayr was a huge 

factor in the win.  The visitors must've bowled closer to 24 overs than twenty - that's a long time 
to be out in a field!  But bowl 30 wides they did, and let's just be grateful.  Thank you Ayr.  Top-

scorer in the 'Locster innings was Elliott with 27 - a typical Stiffy knock, by which we mean dot 



balls and 4s: eleven of the former, six of the latter.  What's wrong with a good old-fashioned 

single we wonder?  Also making useful contributions were Ollie (18) and Abid (15 not out).  And 
as over twenty started one was needed.  Abid was the batter and he calmly carved ball two over 

extra cover for 4, with the field in.  Well batted. 
  

A good win, against a good side.  Encouraging.  To work on?  Fielding, in particular looking 

interested!  It's all the basics guys: walk in [Ed: which doesn't mean, two steps then stop again!], 
attack the ball, get the throw away quickly and keep switched on.  To consolidate: those bowling 

lines and lengths - great stuff.   

  

11s win again [posted 09/07/10]   
The Under 11s were again the only junior side in league action tonight, and again they didn't let 

anyone down with the attention on them.  Away at New Cambusdoon, the 11s again performed 

admirably to record the win against a traditionally strong side.  The key to the win was the 
'Locsters' ability to keep their wickets in tact, something the home side's batters failed to do.  

Quite remarkably, Ayr lost fourteen (yes, 14!) wickets in their innings.  Compare this to the 
'Locsters loss of only five.  And, of course, in pairs cricket where 5 runs are lost for every wicket 

that falls, giving your oppo' what equates to a 45-run start makes winning a tad tricky!  And so it 

was: 76 for 5 beat 109 for 14.  Updated stat's will be posted online when we get sight of the 
scorecard, the scorecard itself being uploaded at the same time.  We might even managed a wee 

report here on the Juniors page! 

 

 
18s still unbeaten as West beaten on the northside [posted 05/07/10] 

A win over Glasgow's second-best club is always worthy of mention.  And when this is against a 

strong home side, with the 'Locsters missing a few players, it's especially worth a para' or two.  
With Pasty away, NJ resumed skippering the side.  Dani's and Umer's absences were noted too, 

although Maximillian's and The Professor's returns from oblivion and injury respectively helped 

soften any blow.  And after the result that was secured, and the nature of the win, it could be the 

trio of absentees could struggle to get a look in!  Especially if any are thinking of getting in at the 

top of the order.  Bil'y carried right on from where he'd finished off in the SNCL on Saturday, and 
stroked a half century opening the batting for the 18s, and setting the tone for - and pace - for 

the rest of the innings.  [Ed; just as well Pasty's getting experience struggling in the tail for the 
WCA as he might well be there next Monday!].  Well batted BZ - his 52 is his first half century for 
The Mighty and bodes well.  He was assisted by 33 from Hari' and a cameo 25 from Trophy 
Head.  With a couple of sheriffs for Josh and The Professor to end the innings, 144 for 5 was 
posted.  Only really Scotty (0) and Muscles (7) missed out, tho' the latter would later "star" with 

the ball - again, cricket's the loser!  For West, only really opening bowler Singh's figures - going 
at 4s - stood up to scrutiny, though it has to be said that an injury to Gavin Smith prevented him 

bowling his usual high-quality seamers.  And, like the 'Locsters, the Hamilton Crescent side were 

missing a couple of players on rep' cricket duty, including another key bowler, Gavin Main [Ed: 

sometimes of Uddy!] 
  

In reply West opened with the dangerous Anjan Luthra, the skipper, and Miro Ralston.  A tight 

start was required, and if possible an early breakthrough or two.  [Ed: can you have more than 
one "breakthrough"?]  15 for 1 saw the breathrough, and triggered a collapse.  15 for 1 

becoming 25 for 4 before you could say "Are you Poloc in disguise?"  Luthra, Alfie Lloyd, Chris 

Ross and Smith all gone, the latter two without troubling the scorers,.....save for small black 
circular symbols being inserted to the right of their names.  Singh (25) and Andrew Galloway (13) 

put up some resistance in the middle order, but after Ralston's departure had followed the top-

order collapse it would be in vain.  The innings closed with Hari' having a couple of wickets, a 

couple of run outs, and only 76 having being mustered.  A good win for the boys. 
  



A final word about Chaudhry the Snr. - what a game: 52 with the bat, bowling figures of 4-1-12-1 

at the top of the West innings, a blinding catch,.....and a run out!  In the words of Moss, 
TOFFEE! 

  
13Bs in good win at Ayr [posted 05/07/10] 

The Under 13Bs hadn't been in action for a wee while but this didn't seem to affect their form as 

they came out on top in tonight's league match at New Cambusdoon.  The home side batted first 
and - under the pairs cricket scoring system - posted net 50.  This had looked like being a lot 

more, until five wickets in six balls saw the momentum swing inexorably in the 'Locsters' favour.  
Each wicket in pairs cricket "costs" the batting side 5 runs, and so the five-wicket sequence 

resulted in 25 runs being docked.  Ouch!  When the Ayr twenty overs had beein bowled only Jake 
Johnstone had double figures against his name, and Akhil had a "4-for".  The Ayr innings had 

seen CJ take two great diving catches,.....wearing his shiny new wicket-keeping gloves!  The 

second was a real hanger as a genuine nick was plucked out of the air two-handed by Cal' diving 
to his right!  Great stuff.  

  
The 'Locsters' reply was eventually a bit of a procession as the batters kept their wickets intact.  

Throw in 52 in extras and double-digit contributions from Akhil and Aliyan, and net 96 was then 

end result.  And only three wickets had fallen.  Nice to report on a 'Loc side where the batters 
had played straight!  

  

Cup double-header looms for cities' two best clubs [posted 30/06/10]  

After their league win over the Dark Side last Monday, the 18s again welcomed their local rivals 

to a proper-sized cricket ground.  "Wow, it's reeeaalllyyy BIG, pure huge init!"  With Pasty 
scurrying back from Langloan, it was left to Scotty to skipper the side, and after the toss 

formalities it was Clydesdale who were batting first.  Having leaked far too many runs in the 

league encounter - despite ultimately winning the game - the 'Locsters were determined not to 
be as "generous" this time - and Umer and Bil'y put that plan into action with a great opening 

salvo.  17 for 1 after six overs was nearly the perfect start.  Scotty then pulled Hari' and Pasty 
into the aattack, and more wickets fell.  Though the 'Dale batters upped the run-rate they were 

leaking wickets at an alarming rate.  There were three down after ten overs, five by over 

fourteen, then three fell in over fifteen itself!  Hari' was the main wicket-taker during this spell: 
he'd end up with a "4-for", to Pasty's pair of scalps.  One of Pasty's was a neat stumping by the 

skipper, though, in fact, this was a far less impressive stumping than one that - quite bizarrely - 

wasn't given.  But before anyone clicks over to the Guestbook to have a rant at the Death Star's 
Darth-on-site, Rennie Keith, it was none other than Quartz who was the square-leg ump' and 
didn't give it!  Even the 'Dale team sitting in the spectator seating were shouting "Out!"  Luckily 

the 'Dale batter concerned didn't stay around much longer..... 

  
The Clydesdale innings eventually virtually ground to a halt when the tail-enders got to the 

middle, and Bil'y and Umer came back into the attack.  The last four overs saw just 11 runs 
added.  Well bowled guys.  But as good as the bowling was, the ground fielding was poor.  There 

were a number of instances of diving over the ball, a couple of fumbles, one example of 

boundary-stopping using a boot, and a horror story attempted run out by Pasty when a cool head 
was all that was needed.  A couple of exceptions worthy of a mention though: Stiffy's fantastic 
run out of Pirzada - just one stump to look at; Usman's great effort to catch a Judas skied slash; 
and Saify's - on as sub' - catch to dismiss said Judas.  On the subject of The Professor's 
attempted catch, best wishes to him after he injured his finger in making the effort. 

  
87 to win shouldn't be a problem.  And it wasn't.  End of.  28 for 1 after four overs, 53 for 1 after 

eight, 90 for 1 - and game won - after 11.5 overs.  Thank you and good-night.  Bily's was the 
only wicket to go as he holed out to Ameen off Pirzada's bowling early on, leaving Pasty (57 not 
out) and Hari' (25 not out) to see their team home.  A comprehensive win. 



  

BUT, West in the next round - the two clubs are also clashing in The Frank Smith Trophy semi-
final - will be a far tougher challenge.  And, of course, the next encounter with Clydesdale will, 

also, be harder.  They will likely have Messrs. Barbour, Page, Chitnis and Hill back.  That said 
Messrs. Lafferty and Chaudhry, D will hope to be available for the 'Locsters.  It seems 

representative selections impact not just senior club cricket.....  

  
Kessler four-in-four sets up big win [posted 25/6/10] 
Hat-tricks are rare beasts in any form of cric', in junior - nay, Under 11 - cric' they're rarer than a 

very rare thing.  So what odds four-wickets-in-four-balls?  Toffee!  At least if you're young Kess 
Sajjad it is.  The Uddingston innings was tootling along quite the thing without any indication of 

impending drama.  Number three Dunlop was on strike after partner Wemyss had nurdled a 

single from ball one of Kess's second over.  Then it started.  Ball two cleaned up Dunlop.  Ball 

three also re-arranged the timbers, as did ball four - hat-trick!  Cue pandemonium.  Then after 

composure is restored, ball five - another home side batter cleaned up.  Four-in-four, all clean 

bowled!  Astonishing!!  From this point the Uddy innings never fully recovered and even some 

late innings hitting from Balkrishna couldn't redeem the situation.  Net 231 was the final total.  
Kess's figures of 4 for 16 were the standout ones, but there were first wickets for the 'Loc for Joe 
and Benjamin - a.k.a. JJ and BJ.  
  
The boys' reply was a nicely compiled one: net 13 from the first pair, net 39 from the second, net 

18 from pair three, and net 33 from the final double-act.  Aliyan top-scored with 22 not out 
batting at three, but there were important "not outs" from Joe and Benjamin who, like Aliyan, 

kept their wickets intact.  For Uddingston, Shaw's 4-1-11-2 was the best bowling performance.  

  

Another win then, and another cracking evening weather-wise - what a summer!  And well done 

this very young side who continue to produce results beyond their years.   
 

Under-strength line-ups still produce high-scoring match [posted 21/06/10]  
Inter-galactic encounters are never low-key, and tho' there were likely seven or eight southside 

Under 18 derby regulars MIA tonight, the match itself still proved interesting enough.  The Dark 
Side batted first and posted a decent 139 total.  However, bearing in mind the fast outfield this 
was maybe not as big as first thought.  Shrek had top-scored with 34 for Assistant Darth Page's 
Stormtroopers - he was ably supported by 29 from Hamid (a knock that included three bunted 

6s!), and Selby's 28.  Selby opened with Shreyas and actually batted through for 28.  That's 

actually quite hard to do - respect!  None of the 18s' bowlers' figure were particularly pretty, the 
total of near 7-an-over being pretty much what all the 'Locster bowlers suffered.  Hari's numbers 

were the best, however, his economy rate a mere 5.0. 

  
The run-chase saw Bil'y opening in his pinch-hitter role.  And a boundary off his second ball saw 

him justify him getting the job.  Pasty, opening with Bil'y, also signalled his intent with a 6, 4 
combination off Hamid's second and third deliveries.  Off-and-running.  The first wicket fell on 28, 

Bil'y caught and bowled by Mahmood, a catch that if not taken might have resulted in the ball 

decapitating umpire Coyle such was the ferocity of Bil'y's strike!  Unlucky to hole out.  Dani' then 
joined Pasty in the middle and these two kept things ticking over nicely 69 for 1 at the halfway 

point pointed to a nice pacing of the run-chase.  Pasty departed - for 64 from 45 balls - LBW to 

Chitnis, with the score on 107.  This left time for Scotty to accelerate things even further and 

finish not out along with Dani'.  22 and 33 respectively, Scotty's 22 coming from just eight (yes, 

8!) deliveries!  
  

Positives on the night included everything from the win through the weather, to Ollie's 18s debut 
and the run-chase.  The 18s remain unbeaten in the league with Accies the visitors next Monday 

evening. 



  

Death bowling drama in the West End! [posted 21/06/10]  
Maybe it's that east:west facing square, or maybe it was just nerves, but whatever the cause, 

Hillhead's Under 13s somehow managed to throw away this one!  Needing just 8 runs from five 
overs with six wickets in hand, they contrived to need a single to win off the last ball and then 

manufacture a run out!  That'll be the second run out of over twenty!!  Kess was the bowler and 

full credit to him for his maiden, and to akhil for leaking just a single from over nineteen.  Like 
rabbit's in the headlights, the Hillhead batters' inexorable march to victory somehow turned into, 

first, faltering footsteps, before grinding to halt almost completely.  The result - tie.  In every 

sense: 77 for 9 ties with 77 for 9.  

  
On another glorious night the 13s batted first at Hughenden and raced out of the block holes.  

Losing Lewis for a blob [Ed: after him having given up a golf match too!] didn't slow the run rate 

and it was 22 for 1 after three.  It was also 52 after ten overs,.....but for 5!  Oops.  Careless shot 
selection - and execution - had resulted in a clatter of wickets.  The whole top order gone.  Rosco 
was top-scorer with 20 from fourteen balls, with a cameo 15 from Hasan the next best 
contribution.  And 52 for 5 struggled to 77 for 9.  25 added in ten overs for the loss of four 

wickets.  Now that is slow!  But they'd prove vital runs come the end of the second innings.  That 

second innings also started well - 29 for 1 after five saw Hillhead's youngsters in the box seat.  
And after nine overs both sides had scored the same: 45.  And then at the fifteen-over mark the 

home side were 5 to the good; the previously note 70 for 4 being 5 better than the 'Locsters' 65 
for 7.  But as already referred to, somehow the West End boys could only find another 7 in their 

last five overs.  And a tie resulted.  The bowling figures for the 13s show that Kess got 2 for 6 in 
his four-over allocation, whilst Lewis fared better with the ball in hand and returned 4-0-15-2, 

another brace of wickets. 

  
A tie's unusual - can't think the last time there was one in junior cricket?  Credit both sides for a 

game played in great spirit and that produced such a tight and exciting finish.  Well done to 

Messrs. Qureshi and James for the last over run outs, and to Messrs. James Ahmed Snr. and 

Sajjad for good technical skills to bowl their final overs without fiving away wides or no balls. 

  

15s cruise to sunshine win at Whitehaugh [posted 18/06/10] 

The final scorecard in the 15s' latest league outing tells the tale of the match as well as any 
report.  50 for 9 (in effect all out as Kelburne only had ten players) was surpassed without the 

loss of a wicket by the 15s batting second.  But it took them nearly 14 overs to chase the runs - a 

fruity wicket proving a bit of an equaliser.  Opening bats Saify (returning from injury) and Isrith 
scored 31 not out and 7 not out respectifvely to secure the win-points.  The winning score - 51 

for 0 - was sufficient given the 'Locster bowlers' efforts at restricting the home side to just 50.  
The 50 included 22 from opener Geddes who - on the night - was the only batter who really 

looked to be striking the ball cleanly.  He proved to be a victim of Nasir, courtesy of a catch 

behind by Rosco.  And Nasir had started the rot by taking the catch in the gully off Cammy's 

bowling to dismiss Geddes's opening partner Bryson.  And Nasir's catch wouldn't be the last good 

one on the night - Idrees took a couple, the first a sharp diving catch to dismiss O'Connell.  

O'Connell was one of six Kelburne batters not to get off the mark.  In fact the ultimate total of 50 

for 9 comprised Geddes's 22, 21 in extras and - literally - buttons from the rest of the batters.  51 
to win then.  

  

The wickets had been shared around, but Ollie's 4-3-1-2, and Elliot's 1.1-0-1-3 [Ed: yes, three!] 
deserve to be highlighted.  

  

51 was never likely to be a challenging target unless early - and then regular - wickets fell.  

Fortunately new opening combo, Shetty and Sajjad, didn't succumb and the 'Locsters reached 
their target in the fourteenth over courtesy of a Shetty pull for 4 through the leg side.  Saify 



finished 31 not out from 37 balls - a pleasing performance remembering he's been out injured for 

over a month - and Isrith finished unbeaten on 7, this in the unfamiliar role of opener.  Well 
batted both.  A win by ten wickets.  Pleasing.  And also pleasing was a much - much! - improved 

fielding display.  Guys actually looked like they wanted the ball to come them, and the movement 
was significantly improved.  Thanks. 

  

Another close one [posted 18/06/10] 
After their 3-run defeat against Renfrew seven days previously, the 11s were back on home turf, 

hosting East Kilbride.  And this latest WDJCU Under 11 league match would see another close 

finish.  Batting first the 'Locsters' [net] 281 owed much to a couple of double-digit scores from 

Slugger (15) and Ayoooooooob (15 not out).  Slugger's 15 was actually a 25, out twice, innings 
that included four 4s and a 6 over extra cover.  Only a severe critic would suggest that it had 

been previously thought Master James couldn't hit in that arc!  Ayub's knock was a much more 

responsible innings - something he's been challenged to produce in recent weeks, and pleasingly 
devoid of cross-the-line hacks.  Well batted both.  There were also not outs for Lewis and Joe - 

important in the context of this - in fact any - pairs cricket match.  281 then was the net total 
posted.  It had been boosted by no less than 42 extras too.  

  

In reply East Kilbride were always there-or-there-abouts as regards a successful run-chase.  But 
the 11s kept taking wickets as important times.  And it would prove a "coming-of-age" bowling 

display for Lewis who, after his not out with the bat proceeded to return the figures of 3-0-12-4 - 

spectacular bowling young man.  Leggies - they're the future!  Also in the wickets was Kess with 

a couple, albeit his four overs were more expensive than usual, going for 24.  Yang, the EK 
'keeper, top-scored for the South Lanarkshire club, 9 being as good as any visiting batter could 

muster. 

  
And in the end it was likely Lewis's wickets, and the visiting batters' inability to score more 

heavily, that saw the 'Locsters home......by just 8 runs.  Well done, and a nice "bounce-back" 

after the disappointment of losing by 3 runs at Renfrew last time out.  Finally, mention of young 

Asim Mahmood's hard-ball debut - getting out just the once in his five-over batting alloation, and 

bowling his over for just 8 was an encouraging start for the young man. 

 

 
Thriller,...from nowhere! [posted 14/06/10]   

Here's why we like this crazy game: the 'Locster 13s are cruising towards the iceberg that is a 

thumping by Ferguslie's 13s.  Three call offs resulted in only nine bodies on the park, then only 
104 was posted as the youngsters had first dig.  Rosco had top-scored with a 25-ball 33 resulting 

in a retirement.  He'd had some help from Lewis (15), but that was it.  Careless run outs 
(Ayooooooooob!) and an inability to spot a straight ball coming (!!) meant there was a 

continuous coming-and-going of 'Locster batters.  78 for 2 after ten overs simply trickled away to 

the 104 for ultimately posted.   

  

The 13s needed early wickets to be in with a chance of a win.  49 for 0 in the first five overs 

didn't bode well therefore!  And, even though a few wickets did fall - good catches Aliyan! - the 

odds were still heavily stacked in the visitors' favour.  Then a funny thing happened: Ferguslie's 
batters seemed to forget how to score.  Their sudden cold feet, allied to the 'Locsters taking the 
pace off the ball with Lewis's leggies and Ayub's medium-pacers, resulted in only 6 runs being 

added in seven overs!  Extraordinary.  And so with twelve balls left, 12 runs were still needed.  
Rosco gambled on giving the ball back to his opening bowlers.  Would it pay off?  The pressure 

seemed to get to Akhil tho' as the first ball of over nineteen was a head-high no-ball!  Then a 2, 

followed by a 4.  Ooops.  Then a run out!  And finally a wide followed by a dot.  8 off the over - 

not ideal.  4 needed, six balls to get them.  Dot ball.  4 from five.  Straight ball, bat swish, 4 
through mid-wicket.  Ferguslie win.  An exciting end to an otherwise not-so-exciting match - but, 



as noted, that's why we love it!  The 13s really will have to learn to play straight if they're not 

going to suffer continuing frustration at getting good starts, only to follow these up with middle 
order and tail ender collapses.  It's called practice people.  And to the bowlers: 14 in no-balls and 

wides in games like this will kill you every time.  Again: practice! 
  

18s run riot [posted 14/06/10] 

In the end it's hard to see the benefit of this game.  Poor - nay, lazy - batting, accepted on a 
slightly dodgy deck, resulted in just 116 being posted.  Then, to add to the slap-dash batting, 

nothing more than competent bowling with not-completely-switched-on fielding saw the 18s 

skittle out opponents Kelburne for just 25 in their latest Premier Division league match.  Yet it's 

hard to be too critical when another win's been recorded.  But, and we've seen this in previous 
seasons, this group of talented young cricketers have to remember that it's hard to switch on and 

off concentration, attitude and even form.  And, sure, it's hard to be utterly focussed as a game 

unfolds and it's clear the result's never in doubt, but that's the challenge.  Approach, and then 
play, every game as if it's the most important.  Don't let standards slip.  Don't mess about.  Be 

ruthless; get the job done; go home.  
  

The batting is the area that causes most concern.  Again, noted, it wasn't the best wicket.  But it 

wasn't a minefield and all the 'Locsters on parade should have been able to get in, and stay in, 
on it.  Instead we saw a near continuous falling of wickets, started by Pasty's miss-hitting a Jamie 

Cook delivery straight back to him.  This was followed by Dani' getting cleaned up first ball.  Then 

the only partnership of note - Scotty and Muscles putting on 47 before Aamir became Arbuckle's 

second victim.  His departure brought Hari' to the middle, but he - and all bar one batter who 
came after him (the Professor) - couldn't get into double figures.  Is it because the guys are all 
now used to playing 50-over cricket?  Who knows.  Nine batters can't get past 10; two do, but 

neither "goes on".  Disappointing, but worse, frustrating.  At least the bowling was clinical... 
  

The Kelburne unravelling started ball #1 as Bil'y got Geddes to nick his first delivery to Pasty at 
gully.  0 for 1.  And so it continued.  Arbuckle top-scored with just 7, and six batters didn't get off 

the mark.  Yikes.  25 all out.  A win for the 'Locsters by 91 runs.  But lots - read it guys, lots! - to 
work on if this group are to do other than flatter to deceive.  We'll speak about it on Thursday... 

  

Friday night anguish for the 11s [posted 11/06/10]  
The trip to King George V Playing Fields on Friday night ended in heart-break as the youngest 

hardball 'Loc side lost out by just 3 runs.  As ever in such circumstances all the youngsters can 

think what they did or didn't do that "cost" 3 runs.  Bowled two wides?  Didn't take a couple of 
singles that were on offer?  Etc.  But let's not be too harsh - a win's a win, it's just the 'Locsters 
didn't get it.  Rather, this was a match that got away.  Encouragingly there were not that many 
wickets that fell across the two innings - pleasing.  Are the guys listening to their Coaches?!?  

Surely not.    

  
Batting first the 'Locsters posted 277 net.  This proved to be 3 too few though.  Best for the 
'Locsters was CJ with an unbeaten 13.  Only three wickets fell in the boys' innings, the unlucky 

batters being Lewis, Ayooooooooob and Benjamin.  Then in the Renfrew reply - ultimately 
successful - the 'Locster bowlers bowled quite tidily, Kess bowling his four overs for just 10 runs.  

Five Renfrew wickets fell in the second innings, two run outs.  280 net was the home side's 

eventual total, a win by 3.  For Renfrew only one batter got into double figures, their opener 

making 18. 

  
Still not very pretty... [posted 11/06/10] 

Did I say a "win's a win" sometime ago?  If so, that's still the case.  BUT this wasn't a great 
cricketing spectacle.  That said, there were some decent catches taken - two by Renfrew's Black, 

the other by Ehsan in the Renfrew run-chase.  That chase was hoping to get to 94 to win the 



match, this after the 'Locsters had posted just 93 for 5.  And this total owed much to the 32 

notched up by Hasan, batting at two.  Around him there was nothing much to enjoy - scrappy, 
scrappy, scrappy.  Hmmm.  Elliott and Ehsan got into the teens, but both failed to get to 20.  

Then in the Renfrew innings Cammy and Ollie started brightly, restricting the Renfrew batters.  
And it was Cammy that broke through - Renfrew skipper, Murray, departing for just 5.  21 for 1 

then collapsed to 24 for 5 before a partnership of size was recorded, 38 for the sixth wicket.  And 

from 62 for 6, a win was always going to be tricky for Renfrew, the 'Locsters having to learn that 
time taken in field-setting and overall concentration are necessities - sneaking home by one 

wicket, and 5 runs, was a little too close for comfort.  That comfort could easily have been 

provided too if the last few overs hadn't suddenly seen a bundle of wides, and the first few overs 

hadn't seen a number of miss-fields that resulted in gift-wrapped boundaries.  Throw in some 
bonkers field positions [Ed: a fly slip (?), a whole load of guys saving singles "in the circle" when 

7+ was needed per over (?), and so on] and you get the idea of another frustrating evening 

watching the mercurial 15s.  Hasan's 32's been mentioned already - an important knock after 
Elliott, Rosco and Ehsan mustered just 27 between them - but wasn't the only individual 

performance of merit on the night though.  Ollie again impressed with the ball, his "5-for" on 
Wednesday being followed up in this match with figures of 5-2-11-2.  Well bowled.  Then there 

were the four well-executed run outs, granted some coming at the death as Renfrew batters 

scurried around to add runs.  And Renfrew bowler Javid returned good bowling figures too: 5-0-
9-1 being an impressive return. 

  

A win as noted, but still lots to work on for this mob - starting on Tuesday at practice. 

  
15Bs win convincingly [posted 09/06/10] 

The midweek fixture had been pretty much washed out after the season's first real wet spell.  But 

as everyone knows, it never rains in Ayr,.....it's too cold there for that!  And so it proved this 
evening: game on, brass monkeys!!  The 15Bs batted first in this league match - Pasty was in as 

'keeper after Osama didn't rock up, and Haider retained the captaincy after success at Marress 

seven days previously.  Ollie was back in the harness too, and he opened with Hasan.  A good 

start was quickly up-and-running as wayward bowling from McElvie and Dickie was despatched.  

33 for 0 after three overs certainly counts as a decent start.  Hasan in particular was clinical in 

despatching the poor bowling, whilst Ollie was given a little difficulty with the additional bounce 

the tall McElvie was exacting from the deck.  And it was Ollie who got out first, chipping Taylor to 
Rennie.  He'd scored 14.  44 for 1.  And really it was from about here that the steady trek of 

'Locster batters going out to, and back from, the middle started.  After 44 was added for the first 

wicket, the next best partnership the achieved was 11, for the seventh wicket between Haider 
and Idrees.  And in fact it was the seventh wicket that broke a bizarre couple of sequences of 

events.  Statos stayed tuned; others skip to the next paragraph!  Up until the seventh wicket fell 
in the sixteenth over each of the preceding six wickets had fallen in consecutive overs, and they'd 

fallen in batter order!  Spooky or what?  Answer: "or what", I know, I know.  Still, unusual: 

batters one to six getting out in order in overs eight through thirteen.  The things you spot of an 

evening in the scorebox..... 

  

Back to the cric'.  109 was the eventual total after Rennie had [eventually!] finished over twenty - 

a mere ten-ball affair.  110 to win.  Hardly unreachable.  But, as ever, a steady start was likely 
required.  12 for 1, then for 2, then for 3, followed by 14 for 4, and 15 for 5 and then 6 simply 

ain't steady in anyone's books.  Carnage, with controversy thrown in.  It started with opener 

Swindley getting gunned by the 'Locster's umpire.  Claims "I hit it!" fell on deaf ears and off he 
had to pop.  Look in the 'book mate: D Swindley, LBW, OJ Raine, 5.  Good-bye.  He was replaced 

McElvie,.....who promptly missed his first ball - a full toss - and saw his middle stump removed.  

Claims "That's a no ball" - this time directed to Ayr's own ump' at square leg - also fell on deaf 

ears.  Be a good chap, close the door when you get back to the pavilion.  Off you pop too.  It 
really got little better from this point on either.  No Ayr batter ever looked settled at the crease, 



until that is young Jake Johnstone arrived at number ten.  He calmly got in line [Ed: unlike his 

team-mates], played straight [Ed: unlike his team-mates], and nudged the ball around with no 
apparent concern.  Hopefully he's in charge of the next junior session batting clinic where he can 

pass on a some tips to his cross-bat, trying-to-bunt clubmates.    Wicket after wicket 

continued to fall.  12 was the best partnership of the innings, and the end came when the Ayr 
twelfth (yes, 12th) batter was run out. 

  
Don't misunderstand this report dear reader - it was, as ever with the New Cambusdoon guys, 

good-natured stuff, and went some way to bring some summer cheer to otherwise wintery 

conditions.  Brrr..... 
  

18s ease past EK [posted 07/06/10] 

The Under 18s enjoyed a far easier ride to the finish line on Monday night at Shawholm.  East 

Kilbride were the visitors in the guys' second league match of the new season.  Shoaib was 

making his debut for 2010 after exam's, and Hari' was back in junior action for the 'Locsters - 
both good news.  Last week's win at Ayr had been a bit of a struggle, so to win this one ten 

wickets was far easier on the nerves.  A ten-wicket win it might have been, but there was still a 
sluggish'ness to the 'Locsters' fielding.  Stuff to work on, no matter the oppo'.  

  

Batting first the visitors struggled from the off; Bil'y and Umer tied up the EK batters from ball #1 
and wickets were quick to fall.  Bil'y would end with a "5-for" in fact, Umer a couple of scalps.  

This allowed Pasty to bowl a whole load of guys: Shoaib rolling his arm over for the first time, 
Muscles continuing his bid for a regular bowling berth, and Joshy, Hari' and Pasty himself.  68 for 

9 was the East Kilbride total, meaning the 'Locsters' target was 69. 

  

Scotty and Trophy Head opened the reply.  And they'd be all that was needed, racing to 70 inside 

seven overs.  Scotty ended up 49 not out, NJ 18 not out, the former's knock including three 
maximums.  Good to see one of them was playing real cricket shots..... 

  
Rebel Alliance still in the shadow of the Evil Empire [posted 07/06/10] 

Toytown [Ed: is it getting even smaller??] was the venue for the latest good versus evil 

encounter of 2010.  And with the Dark Side leading in the inter-club rivalry by about a zillion to 
nil going in to this Under 13 league match, it was hoped the 'Locsters could register the first win 
for the Rebel Alliance.  Sadly not though.  93 for 9 wasn't enough, this despite 33 from Rosco 
and 30 from Hasan.  Both produced enforced retirements, and both included proper cricket 

shots.  In reply, however, the home side's bunters reached their target with two overs to spare, 
this despite their top order failing to a stormtrooper.  Stout and Hume managed just 12 between 

them as good early bowling, fielding and catching put paid to any thoughts of a quick win for the 
'Dale.  And mention of Aqib's direct-hit run out of the home skipper - it was a thing of beauty as 
he swooped on a drive to mid-off and threw down the bowler's end stumps with a one-hand 

throw on the run.  Great cricket young man!  But Hume's and Stout's early baths didn't prevent 
the win for their side - a win that was assisted by 4 overthrows in over thirteen, and two [Ed: yes 

two!] 'Locster boundary fielders avoiding trying to take catches when aerial shots were hit 

straight to them where they stood resulting in two 6s!  Roberto then kind of avoided another 
hoisted miss-hit - a catching opp' turning into a single to the 'Dale.  In games as close as this 

quite literally every run counts; every run prevented counts!  Until we understand this people, 

there're going to be more hard-luck stories like tonight where defeat's snatched from the jaws of 

victory!  There was even a stonewall LBW not appealed for by a 'Locster bowler!?!  Oh, and 

throw in 9 wides and 3 no balls, and it's easy to see how almost every one of the 'Locsters could 
see where they could've contributed something to changing this match's outcome. 

  
It had started well enough however, that is after Lewis had been run out by Mr Armour.  

Hmmm.  Rosco made some amends with a retirement - 33 not out.  And Hasan's new blade 



continued to yield a rich harvest as he plundered 30 too.  Unfortunately the last few overs 

produced few runs - in fact only 9 (!) in the last six overs.  84 for 2 becoming 93 for 9.  Pity, as 
84 for 1 in the thirteenth compares to the home side's 71 for 5 at the same stage.  The 

difference?  The 'Dale had a tail that produced, whilst the 'Locsters contributed to their own 
demise with a shambolic late innings fielding display.  As ever in such circumstances, the 

youngsters had that "one that got away" feeling post-match.  Remember the feeling guys, and let 

it spur you on not to feel it again - let's start by getting along to practice tomorrow, and working 
hard on our games there. 

  

Back-to-back half centuries for Rosco [posted 06/06/10] 

Ross Armour (pictured right) helped South Glasgow Under 13s to a 
derby win over North Glasgow at New Anniesland as the area rep' 

side continued their unbeaten start to this season's Under 13 Inter-

Area competition.  Following his 84 against Lanarkshire last Monday, 
Rosco scored 61 out of South Glasgow's 142 all out, a total that 

proved 18 too many for the northside guys.  Well done to Ross, and 

to the other Poloc youngsters playing: Akhil, Hasan, Kess and Lewis.  

Akhil's 15, batting at nine, was also an important knock, and all the 

guys - bar Ross who was 'keeping - bowled economically as North 

Glasgow were restricted to just 124.  

    

11s win at Weirs [posted 04/06/10] 

Before I start this match report spare a thought: my PC's just crashed and this is draft two.  How 

unhappy am I!?!  So apologies if there's a brevity dear reader verging on the rude.    In short: 

we went to Weirs and won.  But of course that would be just too brief,.....in any circumstances.  

A bit more: batting first the 11s lost nine wickets in posting a net 73 with the opening combo of 

Slugger and Lewis giving their side a solid start with unbeaten 11s each.  Ayub then in the middle 

order recorded an unbeaten 12 as he and his mates found the boundary rope with regularity, no 
fewer than twelve 4s being hit in the innings.  Quite amusingly Slugger - who battd again in the 

last pair - went 4W4W4 in one particular sequence of deliveries faced late on.  Under 11 cric' - 
it's never dull.  

  

In their reply the home side lost the same number of wickets but just didn't hit the same number 
of 4s.  And the 'Locsters bowled straighter - 8 runs fewer in wides being conceded to the home 

side.  On the bowling front, Aliyan was the standout performer, with 2 for 3 in his four overs, 

Ayub's 2 for 9 in three overs being pretty good too.  And a word about debutant Sameer Khan 

who picked up a couple of wickets in his first competitive spell of hardball bowling.  So another 

good win - back-to-back after the defeat of Kilmarnock in their last league outing.  That puts 

them "3 and 1" in this year's competition.  Well done guys. 

  
Darglish teach 'Loc a lesson [posted 04/06/10] 
Having successfully collected eight others to field and recover balls from the bushes for them, 
Darglish rocked up to take on the 15s on another glorious warm and sunny night at Shawholm on 

Friday.  Put in, the visitors quickly got to grips with the 'Locsters' more-than-inviting bowling.  

Only really Ollie can look at his figures in this one and not get a queezy feeling.  His economy of 
rate 7.6 being some distance better than the next best recorded by a 'Locster - 11.5 by Haider.  
In fact the bowlers' economy rates make for good batting averages!  But of course poor bowling 

still has to be despatched, and it duly was - Darglish bunted, pulled and smacked their way to 

246 without loss in their twenty overs, scoring no fewer than 29 4s and eight 6s en route.  

Impressive despatch work chaps.  
  



Chasing 247 to win in a T20 isn't easy [Ed: understatement warning!] and so the instruction at 

halfway wasn't so much centered on how this might be achieved, but rather focussed on how the 
15s could put in a positive and self-respecting total of their own.  A good start was needed.  10 

for 2 wasn't one.  Rosco and Ollie were the openers and, unfortunately, the former decided to 
demonstrate his party trick of standing with both feet together, toes pointing at the umpire, 

whilst defending a delivery.  Result?  Usually LBW.  Tonight: bowled.  Ehsan, who replaced 

Rosco, then chipped his first ball to one of Darglish's fielders and it was said 10 for 2.  Elliott now 
joined Ollie.  Some semblence of order then returned and 41 was added for the third wicket: Ollie 

being caught by Darglish.  This brought Hasan to the middle.  Armed with his new blade, the wee 

man quickly got into his stride and, with the skipper, put on 91 for the fourth wicket - his own.  

Hasan run out for 37 from 31 balls.  This was a decent knock too, like Ollie's featuring a high 
enough proportion of proper cricket shots.  Good pulls, drives and sweeps had seen Hasan record 

seven 4s in his innings. 

  
It was the twentieth over when Hasan departed and this left - with the game gone - Elliott to see 

if he could convert his 47 into a half century, now with Nasir for company.  Ball five of Darglish's 
over saw a shouldering of arms meaning EJ still needed 3 off the last ball.  Good swagger.  Ball 

six was duly delivered,.....and despatched.  But unfortunately it had taken an aerial route and 

Darglish was under it.  "Catch it!!"  And catch it Darglish did.  Elliott out, caught Darglish, bowled 
Darglish.  141 for 5.  Innings closed. 
  

It won't be often any of the youngsters will play a T20, score 140+ and lose by over 100 runs.  

But it can happen,.....did happen.  And so what has to be hoped is that the guys think how they 
prevent it happening again.  Bowlers need to practice on getting five out of six balls in the "right 

area" [Ed: sorry Dave and Stuart!], and fielders need to improve all aspects of their games: from 

general fitness and athleticism, through technical issues of picking up moving balls cleanly and 
throwing, to staying "switched on".  And that's why there are never any apologies made for 

practising just these things every week, year-round. 

  

Back to Darglish's innings - 246 not out is impressive, and the eight jersey fillers must've enjoyed 

watching them go on,.....and on,.....and on.  Chance'less too.  Only when Darglish was on 98 was 

a regulation chance offered, yet another half volley being despatched aerially, albeit this time 

straight down Hasan's throat at long-on.  Grassed.  Pity.  Not that it would've changed the game. 
  

So a thumping.  Lessons to be learned if guys want to learn them.  Technical flaws harshly 

exposed, but that's why we practice.  Plus points?  Sure, a few - the 15s didn't cave in in the 
second half, and a couple of the 'Locster batters used the time in the middle to good effect.  Call 

it a competitive net maybe.  And, of course, there's always next week..... 
  

15Bs win in low-scoring affair [posted 02/06/10] 

The most popular excuse was that the astro- deck wasn't easy to bat on!  So said the 15Bs after 

79 all out was enough to defeat Irvine, 33 all out.  Very low-scoring.  On the plus side, no-one 

can say they didn't get a chance to bat.  The 'Locsters batted first and 14 from last man Elliott 

was the best score the guys could produce - this was a typical Rousen knock too: 4, 4, 4, out.  

You get the idea.  But at least he hit the wee red sphere.  Six batters getting bowled suggest a 
few others missed it completely.  Actually 14 wasn't the best score in the 'book - that honour 

went to extras, with a thumping 24.  Just as well too.  80 to win wasn't the hardest target for the 

home side, but they needed a decent start.  They didn't get it though, as Hasan struck with his 
fifth ball.  Singh out second ball, caught by Nasir.  2 for 1,  It was then 10 for 3 as Hasan struck 

again, twice, in his second over.  Murray, the other opener, and number three Glencross, both 

getting cleaned up by Mr Ahmad.  Wickets continued to fall, with the only real partnership of the 

home side's innings being 17 added by Singh and Roy.  But this partnership was only deferring 
the inevitable as, after both these two were dismissed, the remaining five wickets fell with no 



score being added - 33 for 6 turning into 33 all out.  The innings was ended by Idrees bowling 

another Singh, for 0.  Idrees's figures being an extraordinary 1.5-1-0-4!  Wow.  A win then, but 
lots to work on in the batting department. 

  
At last! [posted 01/06/10]   

If we knew these little match reports were as popular as this we'd have taken more care over 

them!  Tuesday morning broke with Guestbook disquiet over the whereabouts of match reports 
on Monday's two junior league matches - the 13s and 18s both taking on their counterparts from 

Ayr.  Well, after eating humble pie for lunch, dinner and supper, your Webmaster is now in full 

(!?!) creative flow and about to put virtual pen to virtual paper to hopefully satisfy our reader's 

lust for the lo-downs.  To New Cambusdoon first of all then.... 
  

At the end this can be put down to a decent win, over a decent side.  119 to win chased down 

with three deliveries to go - Dani' smacking three consecutive 4s off the first three balls of over 
twenty to see his side home.  The target of 119 had been set after a fair bowling performance.  

Umer was back in harnass after lying low for a bit.  Luckily this didn't seem to have upset the 
left-arm legend's rhythm and he grabbed a "2-for" opening the bowling with Bil'y.  For his part, 
BZ bowled his usual good line and length and grabbed the important wicket of Ayr skipper Neil 

Smith who top-scored for his side with a half-century.  Around these two the back-up bowling 
probably got pass-marks, Trophy Head bowling nicely to return the most economical figures.  If 

the bowling was okay, the fielding was Rocky Horror Show stuff.  Led by the skipper who grassed 

three catches and botched a run-out, and backed-up by a myriad of others' attempts, this was a 

fielding display to forget.  Even Pasty's spectacular over-header couldn't cover his shame for the 
three others.  118 it was then.  Call it six-an-over for simplicity. 

  

NJ opened with Pasty in a trial top-order re-shuffle.  The latter nicked off to Taylor early on, 
leaving Trophy Head with new partner Dani'.  Dani' would play the key innings in the successful 

run-chase and his unbeaten 61 featured partnerships with no fewer than four others: Scotty, 

Joshy, Aamir and Bil'y.  And all culminating in the three boundaries hit off Taylor's fifth over.  A 

good win as noted then, and - hopefully - some ring-rustiness gotten rid of as the boys got used 

to the slap-bang-wallop of T20 WDJCU league cric'. 

  

The Under 13s didn't have any "feeling rusty" excuses though.  They couldn't say their defeat to 
Ayr's 13s was caused by having just fallen out of an exam' hall.  Nope, they'd have to point to 

self-imposed errors: fielding errors in the department named "Catching", and then some running-

between-the-wickets boo-boos.  Lewis and Akhil both - in effect - ran themselves out when both 
were going well.  Rosco had also been going well when he holed out in the run-chase.  Mind you 

he'd an excuse we guess: he'd scored 84 in another game already that day.  And the run-chase 
was chasihg what?  100 to win is the answer, this after Ayr posted 99 for 5 in their twenty overs. 

  

The Ayr innings centered around Sean McCrone's unbeaten 31, a veritable delight of bunting.  

There were useful cameos from three other Ayr batters too: Woody, Luke Johnstone and Craig all 

getting into the teens.  99 was a good score, but certainly not unbeatable.  The run-chase started 

well enough too.  Rosco was still "seeing it well", and opening partner Akhil was playing good 

straight shots.  But it didn't last: after Rosco's holing out came the run out debacles, plural.  And 
in the end it was young Kess Sajjad and Aqib Mahmood who would spend most of the last third 

of the 'Locsters' innings out in the middle, just not able to get the bowling away.  Well, except for 

a fabulous straight 4 carressed by Sajjad the Jnr.  Nice shot Kessler.  But not enough; 55 for 6 
was the best the guys could do.  Disappointing, and a heavy defeat, but no disgrace, and another 

stepping stone for this very young side. 

  

Two wee reports - hope Member's happy now... 
 



Mixed Monday [posted 31/05/10]  

The 'Locster Under 13s and Under 18s were both in league action this evening, and both were up 
against Ayr.  The 13s hosted a strong Ayr side at Shawholm but, after restricting their visitor to 

99 in their twenty overs, mustered just 55 in reply.  The top order struggled to create the 
necessary base and then two needless run outs put the nail in the coffin.  However at New 

Cambusdoon, the 18s recorded a good away win.  Neil Smith led the home side, and made 54 as 

the New Cambusdoon 18s posted 118.  The 'Locster 18s chased this down with three balls to 
spare, Dani' Chaudhry hitting three 4s off the first three balls of the final over to seal the win.  He 

finished unbeaten on 61.  It was good to see Max back in action after exam' leave, and Umer 

make his first appearance of 2010.  And the left-arm Magician hasn't lost any of his wicket-taking 

knack, taking two Ayr wickets.  There are updated stat's online, along with scorecards. 
  

Under 11s win at home [posted 21/05/10] 

The Under 11s were in league action against Kilmarnock tonight, and on a glorious night the 
'Loc's youngest hard-ball side beat their M77 neighbours by 23 runs.  Batting first the 'Locsters' 
opening pair of Slugger and Lewis Mac' put on 22 without losing a wicket in their five-over 
allocation to give the side a good start.  Second pair up were Aliyan and JJ.  These two couldn't 

keep the wickets lost column showing zero, with three scalps being taken by the Killie bowlers, 
but net 5 runs were still added to the total so that it was net 27 at halfway.  The second half saw 
Ahmed-Raza, a.k.a. Sohail, a.k.a. Gary (?!?) and Benjamin batting together, and Kessler and 
Ayoooooooooooob bringing up the tail.  Pair three added a net 36 runs with only Ahmed-Raza 

being dismissed.  The last pair in turn then added a net 22 runs to leave net 85 on the 'board 

after the twenty overs were done.  Kess and Ayub played - arguably - the best and worst shots of 
the innings: some great drives and sweeps in amongst a couple of horrile Toko'esque hacks 
across the line.  net 86 to win then. 

  
The 'Locsters got the perfect start when Kess got two wickets in his first over.  And from here 

your Webmaster thinks it's not unfair to say Killie were always behind the black ball as regards 

winning the game.  Some nice shorts from Hill and Hunter were offset by silly run outs and some 

poor shot selection.  A deadly combo' and the result was eight dismissals.  The visitors would 

finish net 52 runs short of their parity.  A good win then, and what a cracking night for cric'! 

  

There are updated stat's online, along with the match scorecard. 
  

Wednesday night double defeat [posted 19/05/10] 

After last Wednesday's two midweek wins, this midweek brought double defeat.  The 15s crashed 
out of the national knockout cup at Meikleriggs.  [Ed: sound familiar?  c.f. Under 13 national 

cup!]  Meanwhile at Shawholm the Under 13Bs were defeated by Mohammed Azeem & Friends, 
a.k.a. Kilmarnock.  Young Mr Azeem, sometimes of other Ayrshire clubs, scored a ridiculous 130+ 

runs in two innings [Ed: who let him bat twice?!?] and saw his side comfortably home.  It's often 

said some sides are one-man teams, but in this case it was true - the "others" managed -2 

between them!  Anyway defeat by lots was the outcome.  At Meikleriggs, it was a case of what 

might've been.  A Saad Salim half century wasn't enough on the night as utterly diabolical fielding 

saw the 'Locsters throw away [Ed: likely after a miss-field!] any chance of victory after getting 

the prize wicket of big-hitting Stuart Darroch early.  Michael "Angry Boy" English saw his side 
home with a half century of his own, ably assisted by Alistair "Small Boy" Preston-Jones.  But, oh 

dear, that fielding.  Sigh.  So a night to forget for the three former Feegie boys returning to 
Meikleriggs - a league win will just have to do!  There are updated stat's online, along with match 
scorecards online. 

  

A win and a loss in Friday night action [posted 15/05/10] 



 

Greenock were the opponents for both the Under 11s and 

Under 15s in week three of the new junior league season.  The 
11s hosted their Glenpark equivalents at Shawholm, whilst the 

15s made the trip "doon the water".  Greenock's Under 11s 
proved a strong outfit in the home fixture with no fewer than 

four of their eight batters getting past 20, losing only two 

wickets in the process.  335 for 2 was the visitors' final score.  
This wasin response to the 'Locster 11s having mustered just 

209,.....for 11! Ouch. 

    

Losing eleven wickets is a pretty difficult position to come back from, and so it turned out.  Only 

Aliyan - with 12 not out - had really done himself justice with bat.  With the ball, in the face of 

heavy hitting from the Greenock guys, the bowlers' figures looked a bit dented too.  Kess's1 for 

18 in four overs gets pass marks tho', and the others will hopefully learn from the experience.  So 

"well done" to Greenock - a comprehensive win - and for the 'Locsters it's back to practice and 
looking ahead to next week's game with Killie. 
  
At Glenpark it was a win.  For the 'Locster 15s.  Batting first the guys posted 108 for 9, with too 

many batters getting themselves out.  Two run outs reflect some "interesting" running [Ed: or in 

some cases shuffling] between the wickets, whilst two LBWs suggest some improved footwork 
might be needed.  In the 'Loc's innings Saad Salim, Ehsan Ahmad and Nasir Hazarbuz get pass 

marks; Nasir in particular for his unbeaten 15 batting at ten.  Idrees Hafeez's knock, though 

yielding only 9 runs, was also important, as he stemmed the flow of wickets.  108 was hardly a 

match-winning score tho', and some pretty good bowling would be needed if it was to be 

defended. 
  

Ollie Raine and Cammy Armour opened the bowling for the 'Locsters, and both immediately 
bowled a good length, and a good line.  Greenock had gifted the 'Locsters 26 in wides - the 

opening combo was determined it wouldn't be as generous.  After six overs the score was just 

12.  The home side had nearly been bowled out of contention already.  A change of bowling by 

skipper Rousen [Ed: he insists at the instruction of Quartz!] changed the tone however.  Idrees 

came into the attack and his first over went for double figures as he struggled to control his in-

swing to the left-handed Neil Flack.  Flack was the key wicket, and he was undone by the 

Salim/Armour tag-team.  Saad had been brought into the attack after Idrees's solitary over, and 
he enticed Flack into a extravagant drive outside his off stump.  A genuine nick and great diving 

catch by Rosco behind the sticks saw Flack on his way.  Good cricket! 

  
Wickets continued to fall, until that is Charlie Murray joined Wylie in the middle, and these two 

saw out the innings, 77 for 6 at the end meaning the 'Locster 15s had won by 31 runs. 
  

Wednesday night wins [posted 12/05/10] 

There were two junior matches played on Wednesday night - the Under 13Bs travelled to Albert 
Park where they saw off the challenge from southside rivals Weirs.  Meanwhile the Under 15Bs 

were at home and Uddingston were the visitors.  Again the result favoured the 'Locsters.  The 
margin of victory for the 13Bs was 27 runs; for the 15Bs it was 63 runs.  Highlights on the night 

were two retirals in the 15Bs' innings at Shawholm (Ehsan Ahmad, 51 not out and Elliott Rousen 
48 not out), and Hasan Ahmad's 47.  Then, with the ball, Idrees Hafeez took 3 for 22.  At Albert 

Park the standout performances were by the bowlers: Ayub Ahmed's 3 for 9, and Kess Sajjad's 2 

for 9.  There are stat's online, along with the scorecards. 
  

Double over northside rivals [posted 07/05/10] 



Glasgow Accies were the oppo' for both the 11s and 15s on Friday night.  Sunshine bathed both 

grounds as the 'Locster 11s went north and the Accies' 15s came to Shawholm.  Over at New 
Anniesland the 11s batted first and scored 295 for 7 with the Accies' bowlers contributing a 

massive 57 in extras - no fewer than 52 in wides.  Ouch.  Two 'Locster batters survived their five-
over allocations with their wickets intact - well batted Lewis Macdonald and Joe McBride, on 

debut.  Then, in their reply, the Accies' youngsters just kept losing wickets.  They were never 

really in touch with the required run-rate and, in the end, losing twelve wickets killed them.  Kess 
and Ahmed-Raza both recorded "3-for", Ahmed-Raza's knee-sliding wicket celebrations being 

worth the entrance money alone [Ed: ahem, that's £nil!].  Also worthy of note is Lewis 

Macdonald's catch, and the substitute Accies fielder, Aston, who took two catches - one a diving 

effort - to dismiss two of his teammates!  Thank you young man - cricket's the winner! In the 
end victory was by the margin of 58 runs. 

  

At Shawholm it was a similarly comfortable win as, after posting 139 for 3 in their twenty overs, 
the Under 15s then restricted their Accies counterparts to just 76 for 8.  Haider Akram grabbed a 

"4-for" in the second innings, this adding to decent starts on the batting-front from Saif (20), 
Ollie (24), skipper Elliott Rousen (27), Saad (23*) and Rossco (24*).  Throw in three stumpings 

for young Armour the Younger in the Accies dig and overall there was enough to be encouraged 

about in game #1. 
  

13Bs lose out in close one [posted 06/05/10] 

The Under 13Bs got their league season underway with a 4-run defeat at Toytown against the 
Dark Side.  Even the thrilling hitting of final pairing Lewis James and Akhil Ahmed couldn't 
prevent the 'Locsters losing out.  And with -5 runs being the penalty for losing your wicket under 

pairs cricket rules, it was clear to each of the guys who was dismissed how close the game had 

been.  For the home side the opening and final pairs had been the main contributors as they'd 
posted 297 for 6.  Ayub had nicked out a couple of 'Dale batters, with three of the other four 

dismissals being run outs.  Then, in the run-chase, the 'Locsters looked out of it as regular 
wickets fell.  Then Lewis and Akhil gave us the fireworks show.  31 runs off the bat in 30 balls 

was a great return; Lewis ending matters with a maximum.  But it was still not enough - 4 runs 

was the margin of defeat.  A good game, with an exciting ending.  And, hopefully, the Under 

13Bs will remember the importance of preserving their wicket, particularly in this form of the 

game. 
 


